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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Anglo-Irish writer, Emily Lawless (1845 - 1913), has not, in the period following her
death, been a very well-known, or widely appreciated, author. At the end of the 19 th century though,
she was popular with the English reading public, mainly because of her two contemporary Irish
peasant novels, Hurrish: A Study and Grania: The Story of an Island, in which she managed to
awaken English society to the plight of the impoverished Irish peasant.
As Emily Lawless has not been widely studied nor written about only until recently, my access
to resources, both primary and secondary, is very much limited. For this reason, I was able to acquire
only one of the novels (Hurrish) as a printed publication, while the other novel Grania was available
to me only in an electronic version. While William Linn's dissertation "The Life and Works of the
Hon. Emily Lawless, First Novelist of the Irish Literary Revival" has been a valuable source of all the
details of Lawless's biography and writings in general, the critical articles have been only a few. These
include the 1980s first critical "appreciations" after years of neglect, by Elizabeth Grubgeld and Betty
Webb Brewer, and more recent essays of James Cahalan, Jacqueline Belanger and Heidi Hansson.
This thesis will attempt to introduce the writer in terms of life experience, family origin and an
overview of other writings, and also to put her into context of the political and cultural events and
developments of her times. Further, it will analyse the two peasant novels in terms of Emily Lawless's
appurtenance to the Protestant Ascendancy and with respect to the aesthetic theories of the Celtic race
advanced by Ernest Renan and Matthew Arnold, and to examine Lawless's role in the heterogeneous
context of awakening nationalism, aiming at a definition of the true Irishness for a future independent
national state.
Unlike the writers of the Irish Literary Revival, members ofthe same Ascendancy class, Emily
Lawless does not, in fact, see the Irish peasant as a genuine Irishman to whom the "new" Ireland
should return. She rather views him as incapable of self-government, though she shows understanding
and sympathy for his everyday troubles and pains. While she discovers the inadequacy of the English
law and authorities for the island's ambience, her attitude remains patronizing, apparently partly
failing to recognize the faults of her own class and its historical role in creating the living conditions of
the Irish peasantry prevalent at that time. In consequence her view of the capacity of the Irish Catholic
majority, as opposed to the Protestant minority of her class, to make it on their own to establish and
govern their own country is rather sceptical.
This attitude will be explored through an examination and comparison of the two novels
taking into account the most important representations they contain: landscape, characterization of the
peasants, love, political issues and above all, and as a summary of all these, the highly charged issue of
the Irish identity.

2. EMILY LAWLESS (1845 - 1913)1

The Honourable Emily Lawless was born on June 17, 1845 2, the fourth of nine children and
the eldest daughter of Edward, the third Baron of Cloncurry and the former Elizabeth Kirwan. The
Lawlesses sprang originally from the middle class. The first Baron, Sir Nicholas Lawless (1733 1799), made his fortune selling carpets on Thomas Street in Dublin and paid for his peerage. In 1776,
he was initially elevated to the station of baronet and later, in 1789 to baron. On that occasion he
purchased the estate of Lyons in County Kildare, where his son Valentine Browne Lawless began
construction of a Georgian mansion. The second Baron of Cloncury (1773-1853) was reportedly much
more liberal and popular than his father. He was a friend of Robert Emmet, John Philpot Curran,
Henry Grattan, and Lord Edward Fitzgerald, and entertained Daniel O'ConneU at his home. He wrote
a pamphlet attacking the proposed union, criticizing English rule in Ireland and was twice incarcerated
in the Tower of London because of these activities. 3
The second Baron's eldest son and Lawless' father, Edward was born in 1816. In contrast to
his father he was far more conservative in his views. He married Elizabeth Kirwan, a famous beauty,
whose family belonged to the original "Twelve Tribes" of Galway, they were a group of considerable
influence and eleven of the family eventually served as mayors of Galway City. Edward and Elizabeth
had nine children, five sons and four daughters. Their eldest son, Valentine Frederick (1840-1928),
inherited the peerage in 1869 following his father's suicide, which he committed by leaping from a
window at Lyons. The fourth Baron was as conservative as his father and was prominent in the forces
opposing land reform. He was extremely unpopular with the Irish.4 William Linn reports that the
fourth Baron dressed as a chauffeur during the "Troubles", forcing his servant to assume his place in
the car. 5 Edward, the second eldest son (1841-1921), became a captain in the Rifle Brigade and an
honorary colonel of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers. John Henry, the third son (b. 1842) died at the age of
four. Fred (1847-1929), two years younger than Emily Lawless, was the only member of the family
who shared her interest in the arts. He was a passionate collector of paintings and books, while both
his elder brothers Valentine and Edward, and the youngest son, Denis (1854-1900) dedicated
themselves mainly to business and hunting. Denis was also a major in the Rifle Brigade and a great
friend of Horace Plunkett. The two youngest boys were the only members of the family with whom
Emily had a close and warm relationship. The second eldest daughter, Elizabeth, was a spinster. Rose,
the third daughter, drowned herself in 1891 in the lake at Lyons and Mary, the youngest, died in 1885,
also apparently committing suicide. Valentine was the only son to have children, however since they
were both girls the title was lost with the death of Frederick, the fifth Baron, in 1929.
As a child, Lawless spent most of her time at Lyons. She was fond of reading and the
outdoors. Her interest in collecting moths later developed into a serious interest in natural sciences and
history and resulted in the publication of several monographs in entomology.6 While the estate of
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Lyons offered her freedom to roam and ride over rich farmland and pastures, it was in the west of
Ireland, where Lawless spent her vacations at her mother's home, Castle Hackett. There she became
acquainted with the rugged coast, the barren lands of the Burren and the Aran Islands, which were
later to be depicted both in her prose and in her poetry. In these two distinct places, she was also part
of two different circles of friends. At Lyons the most prominent in the group were the Plunketts, the
Lawlesses' distant cousins and it was in this period that Lawless began a long-lasting friendship with
Horace Plunkett. At Castle Hackett, on the other hand, she was surrounded by the children of the
Burkes and the Studds, whose daughter Mary became her lifelong friend. Emily Lawless' mother,
Lady Cloncurry loved society and drew attractive young people to her, often bringing into society
more livelily and beautiful young women, whilst neglecting her own four daughters. In her youth
Lawless' social contacts were limited to the local gentry, as in this period an interest in the peasantry
was not to develop until some twenty or thirty years later. Moreover, the Ascendancy did not consider
it proper to associate with their tenants except in the case of business or occasional errands of mercy. 7
After his father's suicide in 1869, Valentine received the title and moved his family into the
castle at Lyons, while Emily Lawless and her mother moved to the family'S dower house at Maretimo,
Blackrock, a few miles outside Dublin. The two women became constant companions and began to
travel extensively. Sometimes Fred accompanied them, yet it is not certain whether Elizabeth and
Rose were part of the group. They made numerous journeys to Italy, Emily and Fred being especially
fond of Florence. Lawless's main interest in this period of life was art. According to Linn her
sketchbook contains several excellent copies of Andrea del Sarto's and Guido Reni's works that are to
be found in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence. 8 As yet, she had not engaged in any creative writing, having
only published several articles in natural history periodicals, such as Entomologist's Monthly
Magazine and Entomologist, in 1867 and 1872 respectively. 9 Other European travels included a tour of
the health resorts of Austria and Switzerland; they regularly visited France and even made a trip on a
yacht from Gibraltar to Madeira.
Lawless and her mother also spent a great deal of time in England, either in London or at
Wimbledon. In both locations they were part of a circle of wealthy people, including other Irish
Ascendancy members or relatives of important figures from Irish political and public life. ID It was
probably here that Lady Cloncurry made the acquaintance of the Scotch novelist Margaret Oliphant
who was to become her friend and was to encourage Emily Lawless' interest in writing. Later, in the
decade between 1885 and 1895, Emily took a house with her mother in London, sharing it for a time
with Mrs. Oliphant. Among their friends in this period were Edith Sichel, a writer on history, literature
and art, who included an article on Emily Lawless in her book New and Old (1917)11, the historian
William E. H. Lecky, diplomats M.E. Grant Duff and Lord Dufferin. Emily Lawless especially
worshipped Lecky; she sought his counsel and asked him to proofread some sections of her book The
Story of Ireland (1887)12. In her letters to him she also discussed Irish politics, revealing her Unionist
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views and her scorn for the idea of Home Rule. William Linn includes this passage from her letter to
prove Lawless's attitudes:
As for Home Rule one cannot help hoping that that bogy is dead and done with
forever, there is no knowing however how soon even the most discredited scarecrow
and imposition may not be galvanized into an appearance of new life. Is there? It is
very immoral, but I own that my chief stay and hope is in Parnell' s "cussedness". I do
not believe that anything will induce him to shelve himself for a moment, or even to
pretend to shelve himself, and as long as that is the case we are surely all safe! 13
One ofEmily Lawless's closest friends was Horace Plunkett. The Lawlesses and the Plunketts
were related by the marriage of Charlotte Lawless, the sister of Lawless's grandfather, with Horace
Plunkett's grandfather, the thirteenth Baron Dunsany. As a young man he was a good friend of her
younger brother Denis, with whom he hunted and travelled in Ireland and accompanied socially in
London. 14 It was probably through Denis that Horace Plunkett became close friends with Emily
Lawless. He was a bachelor and Lawless along with the Countess of Fingall filled a gap in Plunkett's
life created by the early death of his mother, the former functioning more as a mother, the latter acting
in the role of a wife and frequently serving as hostess at his home at Kilteragh. They corresponded
frequently and often met either at his estate or as members of the same party at the Balfours' and at the
Monteagles,15. Other guests included people such as Douglas Hyde, the founder of the Gaelic League
and the future first President ofIreland; Sir Roger Casement, executed for high treason in 1916 after
landing in Kerry from a German submarine; Bertrand and WiIIiam Russell, the former a
mathematician and philosopher, the latter a liberal Under-Secretary and nephew of the Prime Minister
Lord John, the First Earl of Russell. 16 Emily Lawless admired Plunkett's work and he respected her
opinion. WilIiam Linn quotes from two of Plunkett's letters to Lawless in which they discuss the title
for his work in progress, which was later published in 1904 under the name Ireland in the New
Century.17 Lawless was also apparently the one who was called upon when Horace Plunkett did not
listen to the cries of his other friends, such as the Monteagles and the Balfours who tried to protect him
from his "unrealistic idealism".18 In Linn, there is a quotation from Emily Lawless' letter to Lord
Monteagle from 1907 which confinns this:
I do entirely agree with you about HP's new political developments, which seemed to
me when I was with him wholly utopian, and possible in a world where the lion and
the Iamb agree, and where party has vanished away with all other ugly human
developments, but quite impossible at present in this one! I suppose you read his letter
to Mr. Bryce?19 I expressed myself very strongly upon that, and so, with more force
and effect, did Mr. G. Balfour, and we got him to cancel the first draft of it, though I
suppose some sort of suggested scheme went. To tell him that the Nationalists will
triumph at his coming over to them and advocating some sort of Home Rule, and that
the Unionists will say "There, we always said so!" has unfortunately little weight with
him, as his own personal prestige has never been a thing he cared the least about. It is
not very easy therefore to find some really efficient argument, and I think besides that
you far overestimate my poor influence. (oo.) I am writing to him shortly though, and
20
will do my little best.
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It seems that Lawless's life was completely lacking in romantic interest in the opposite sex.
Even though she respected men of accomplishment, such as Lecky or Horace Plunkett, she allegedly
had scorn for most others. She was tall and had red-gold hair, yet was rather plain and cared little
about her dress. 21 Linn supports this fact by a quotation from a book of memoirs of Emily Lawless's
friend, the Countess Fingall, wife of Horace Plunkett's cousin Lord Fingal1:
No one was ever less like her work than Emily Lawless. She gave one no idea of the
passion and power within her. She was pale and flaccid, with half-closed, near-sighted
eyes and limp white hands. Her speech was slow and she was very delicate and rather
hypochondriacal and untidy in her dressing. 22
It is therefore uncertain whether her spinsterhood was caused by her looks or by her attitude to men.

Moreover, Linn claims that Lawless's closest and most lasting relationships appear to have been
mainly with women, for example with Mary Studd, and noting that she spent her final years living in
seclusion with another spinster. He suggests that these facts could mean that Lawless' sexual
preferences might have been other than heterosexual, yet adds that there is no evidence for such
speculation. 23
Emily Lawless did not begin writing seriously for publication until the early 1880s when she
was nearly forty. Her first two novels A Chelsea Householder and A Millionaire's Cousin appeared in
1882 and 1885 respectively. They both concern English characters and are primarily set in England?4
In 1886, she published her first Irish novel, Hurrish: A Study, in which she depicted the topical issue
of land wars in Ireland. The following year saw the emergence of two other books - Major Lawrence,
F.L.s., a third novel set in England, and The Story of Ireland, published in London as part of "The

Story of the Nations" series. In 1889, the first collection of Lawless' short stories appeared: Plain
Frances Mowbray and Other Tales, all of which had previously appeared in literary magazines. The
stories are set in various locations, two of them in Ireland, one in England, one in Venice and another
in Liguria?5
In the early nineties Emily Lawless's health began to fail. She probably suffered from some
sort of nervous tension which Horace Plunkett described by the vague term 'nerve torture' ,26 At the
beginning it frequently incapacitated her, while during the final years it made her suffer almost
permanently from great pains and disabled her from writing, curiously mainly from writing prose
rather than verse.27 William Linn hesitates whether Lawless' affliction was brought about by, or
preceded her use of drugs, probably heroin. In her final years "to enable her to enjoy sometimes even
an hour's conversation, she was obliged to take powerful sedatives, with their unpleasant after
effects. ,,28
Nevertheless, the 1890s were the most fruitful in her writing career. In 1890, she published her
first historical novel, With Essex in Ireland, which she wrote in a style approximating Elizabethan
prose and in which she gives an account of the Irish expedition of Earl of Essex in 1599. 29 In two
years, six years before J. M. Synge's first visit to the Arans, it was followed by her second Irish novel,
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Grania: The Story of an Island. Here she abandons political issues to portray the unique geography
and culture of the Aran Islands. In 1894, her second historical novel, Maelcho, appeared. It is an
account of the Desmond Rebellion in Munster at the end of the 16th century and its subsequent
30
repression. One year later it was followed by another historical novel, A Colonel of the Empire, this
time with a somewhat comic plot set in the historical ambience of the second half of the 18 th century.31
Two further works appeared in this decade: Traits and Confidences, another book of short stories,
though differing from the first collection in that they are all interlinked in a narrative frame and are all
set in Treland32 , and Atlantic Rhymes and Rhythms, a first collection of verse which contains mainly
lyrics describing the west of Ireland and some patriotic ballads, both were published in 1898. All the
poems appeared again in 1902 in the collection With the Wild Geese, but most were slightly altered. 33
The 1890s in Ireland saw the emergence of Lady Gregory's and W.B. Yeats's attempts to
forge a new kind of literature, this resulted in the Irish Literary Revival, at its center the Irish Literary
Society and Irish National Theatre. Between Emily Lawless and Lady Gregory there was a casual
friendship and apparently they met occasionally. WilIiam Linn mentions a letter belonging to Lady
Gregory's papers in which Lawless cancels a dinner engagement in London. 34 They also
corresponded: In Lady Gregory's Journals, Linn found several mentions of Emily Lawless's abilities
as naturalist and among the two ladies' correspondence he found letters which best express Lawless'
attitude to the Irish National Theatre. Thus she replied on October 15, 1894 to Lady Gregory's request
for support:

I enclose a cheque for £ 1, but confess it is more as a proof of my regard for you than
of belief in the Drama, for I cannot, with the best wish in the world to do so, feel
hopeful on that subject. My experience has been that any attempt at treating Irish
history is a fatal handicap, not to say absolute bar, to anything in the shape of
popularity, and I cannot see how any drama can flourish which is not to some degree
supported by the public, as it is even more dependent on it than literature is. 35
Three years later, in 1897, Emily Lawless expressed a similar opinion on the Irish Literary Revival
when she wrote in her essay "A Note on the Ethics of Literary Forgery" that even the "prosaic purebred East Briton" can join in the Revival "if only he will fling away his miserable reason, and
refuse ... to disbelieve anything, especially anything that strikes him as absolutely impossible.,,36
Nonetheless, Lady Gregory apparently respected and liked Lawless. According to Linn, Lady Gregory
especially admired three of Lawless's poems, namely "Dirge of the Munster", "After Aughrim" and
"Clare Coast", and felt that they ensured her place in Irish literary history.37
After her mother's death on 11 April 1895, Emily Lawless ceased her annual trips to France
and Italy. Following her doctors' advice, she decided to leave Ireland for the milder climate of
southern England and along with her close friend Lady Sarah Spencer38 decided to build a cottage near
Shere, in Surrey and moved into "Hazelhatch" in 1898. She spent the next fifteen years there" during
which she found it increasingly difficult to work. According to Linn, Emily Lawless suffered from
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pains of an unspecified nature almost all her entire adult life and apparently complained of her health
to her friends continually. Judging by the treatment prescribed by the physicians - wintering in the
south of France or attendance at the mineral baths in Austria, at least part of her complaints might
have been psychosomatic?9 Nevertheless, Lawless continued to write and publish despite a poor
health condition. In 1901, A Diary, September 1899-September 1900 appeared. It contained her advice
on landscaping and the care of particular plants, and offered her relief from her melancholy.40 In 1904,
she published a controversial biography Maria Edgeworth, followed in 1906 by a children's story The

Book of Gilly: Four Months out of a Life, set in Kenmare Bay in Kerry.41 In 1909, Lawless's third
book of verse Point of View appeared, containing philosophical verse in which the author ruminates
upon old age and the value offriendship.42 Finally, in 1913, Lawless's final novel emerged, The Race

of Castlebar, Being a Narrative Addressed by Mr. John Bunbury to His Brother, Mr. Theodor
Bunbury, Attached to His Britannic Majesty's Embassy at Florence, October 1798, and Now First
Given to the World, written in collaboration with Shan Bullock. It is principally an account of the
French victories at Killala and Castlebar. 43 Her final collection of verse The Inalienable Heritage and

Other Poems was published posthumously in 1914. The publication was arranged by Lawless' friend
. C ooper. 44
V enetJa
In September 1913, Emily Lawless' condition took a sudden turn for the worse and she died
within a month's on 19 October 1913 in Gomshall, Surrey,45 only her servants and two friends were
present. Her obituary appeared on October 23 in the London Times and in the Irish Times, noting the
passing of "perhaps, the most distinguished literary Irish woman of her time.,,46
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3.

HISTORICAL, POLITICAL & CULTURAL BACKGROUND

3.1

PROTESTANT ASCENDANCY

The fact that Emily Lawless was a member of the Protestant Ascendancy is crucial to the
evaluation of her work, as is the way she dealt with the complex issue ofIrish identity and the way she
represented contemporary Irish reality. It is important therefore to examine closely when and where
the phrase originated and what exactly it came to denote. The above mentioned term membership
suggests that the phrase refers to a group of people bound together by a set of common values. Indeed,
the established usage refers to a social elite drawn from the ecclesiastical and social establishment
predominant in Ireland after the Battle of Boyne. However, originally this was not the case as pointed
out by W.J. McCormack in his book From Burke to Beckett: Ascendancy and Betrayal in Irish

Literature.
According to McCormack the phrase has its origin in the early weeks of 1792 in the context of
"renaissant Catholic claims to land and title,,47 as the equivalent to 'Protestant interest', i.e. without
referring to any specific social class. At that moment, the Irish Protestants, as a matter of fact, feared
that England might step back and concede to the Catholics some of the civil rights taken away from
them by penal laws. In reaction, the Protestants in Ireland, represented by the city Corporation of
Dublin addressed the King of England with an entreaty to "preserve the Protestant Ascendancy in
Ireland inviolate".48 What follows from McCormack's recapitulation is that this phrase was indeed
newly coined at that time, which he proves by quoting from Richard Burke's letter to his father.
Sections of these quotations demonstrate how emotionally-charged the debates around the phrase
were:
A word has been lately struck in the mint of the Castle of Dublin; thence it was
conveyed to the Tholsel, or City-Hall, where having passed the touch of the
Corporation, C••• ), it soon became current in Parliament C... ). The word is ascendancy.
It is not absolutely new. But the sense in which I have hitherto seen it used, was to
signifY an influence obtained over the minds of some other persons by love and
reverence, or by superior management and dexterity. ( ... ) [a]nd if the Lord Mayor of
Dublin, an the Speaker of the Irish Parliament, who recommend the preservation of the
Protestant ascendancy, mean to employ the word in that sense, that is, if they
understand by it the preservation of the influence of that description of gentlemen over
the Catholicks, by means of an authority derived from their wisdom and virtue, and
from an opinion they raise in that people of a pious regard and affection for their
freedom and happiness, it is impossible not to commend their adoption of so apt a
term into the family of politicks. It may be truly said to enrich the language. Even if
the Lord Mayor and Speaker mean to insinuate that this inflence is to be obtained and
held by flattering their people, by managing them by skilfully adapting themselves to
the humours and passions of those whom they would govern, ( .... ). These are all
meanings laudable, or at least tolerable. But when we look a little more narrowly, and
compare it with the plan to which it owes its present technical application, I find it has
strayed far from its original sense. C••• ) This Protestant ascendancy means nothing less
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than an influence obtained by virtue, by love, or even by artifice and seduction; full as
little an influence derived from the means by which Ministers have obtained an
influence, which might be called, without straining, an ascendancy in pub lick
Assemblies in England, that is, by a liberal distribution of places and pensions and
other graces of Government. This last is wide indeed of the signification of the word.
New ascendancy is the old mastership. It is neither more nor less than the resolution of
one set of people in Ireland, to consider themselves as the sole citizens in the
commonwealth; and to keep a dominion over the rest by reducing them to absolute
slavery, under a military power; and thus fortified in their power, to divide the publick
estate, which is the result of general contribution, as a military booty, solely amongst
themselves. 49
Burke begins his analysis of the phrase by paying attention to the words and to their new usage from
an almost linguistic point of view. Furthermore he makes a comparison of Ascendancy as it might be
achieved in England and as it is practised in Ireland. Later, he ruminates on the 'Protestant' element in
the term:
This ascendancy, by being a Protestant ascendancy, does not better it from the
combination of a note or two more in this anti-harmonick scale. If Protestant
ascendancy means proscription from citizenship of by far the major part of the people
of any Country, then Protestant ascendancy is a bad thing; and it ought to have no
existence. But there is a deeper evil. By the use that is so frequently made of the term,
and the policy which is engrafted on it, the name Protestant becomes nothing more or
better than the name of a persecuting faction, with a relation of some sort of
theological hostility to others, but without any sort of ascertained tenets of its own,
upon the ground of which it persecutes other men; for the patrons of this Protestant
ascendancy neither do nor can, by any thing positive, define or describe what they
mean by the word Protestant. It is defined, as Cowley defines wit, not by what it is, but
by what it is not. 50
The foundations of the Protestant Ascendancy thus rested on penalization of Catholics by such means
as exclusion from professional and public life, deprival of their right to vote, as well as to inherit,
purchase lease or own land. The mathematical majority were oppressed and treated as a minority to the
extent that they were virtually excluded from citizenship. Indigenous elites had been wiped out along
with the culture they represented, and in their place ascended a "Protestant elite who had intermarried,
established dynasties, stored up fortunes, built houses, colonized both the polite society and the
political institutions of the capital, and defined themselves against the cultures of Catholicism and
dissent.,,51 The Irish Catholics in turn, considered the phrase as describing "degenerate oligarchy and a
principle of exclusion from prestige". 52
R.F. Foster in his history Modern Ireland 1600 -1972 confirms the date of the phrase and that
the Protestants of Ireland were to develop a class consciousness only much later. From sociological
point of view, Foster points out, the term did not comprehend the entire 25 per cent of the Protestant
popUlation in Ireland. 53 He stresses that the definition of the term revolved around Anglicanism, which
"defined a social elite, professional as well as landed, whose descent could be Norman, Old English,
CromwelIian or even (in a very few cases) ancient Gaelic. Anglicanism conferred exclusivity, in
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Ireland as in contemporary England; and exclusivity defined the Ascendancy, not ethnic origin.,,54 The
members of the elite possessed the monopoly of law and politics, many of them were from a
professional background. The Ascendancy could recruit to itself, even poor Protestants could rise to it
and gain eminence through their own efforts. 55 The best example of this particular characteristic was
the premier Ascendancy institution - Trinity College. Indeed, Anglicanism was at its basis but its
students included sons of aristocrats, butchers, builders, surgeons, and shoemakers. 56
Even though the Ascendancy enjoyed the status of privileged exclusivity

III

Ireland in

comparison with the Catholic majority, their social and political position towards England was not
simple and unambiguous, nor secure. The relationship to England, in fact, was that of "conscious but
resented dependence".57 The Ascendancy was constantly in fear of being let down by England, of
being deprived of the position of monopoly. There was also considerable resentment among its
members with the fact that Englishmen were always appointed preferentially to the most lucrative jobs
and positions in Ireland. The Ascendancy psychology was thus marked by a distinct ambivalence: on
the one hand anti-English resentment, while on the other a constant hope to expand a career in
England.
This "confused but strongly felt identity of colonial nationalism,,58 was, for instance reflected
in the way the Ascendancy members used the term "Irish". Foster gives an example of Berkeley who,
when studying at Trinity, referred to the Irish people as 'natives' but "a few years later he had come to
think in terms of 'we Irish"'. 59 In 1690 the Protestants saw themselves as 'the Protestants, or even the
English of this kingdom' while by 1720s they considered themselves to be 'Irish gentlemen,.60
The Act of Union of 1801 brought about the loss of the political supremacy of the Protestant
Ascendancy in Ireland and as a result shook their already insecure, ambiguous position towards
England and within Ireland. The ambivalence of Anglo-Irishness was indeed a crucial aspect of the
Irish reality, in that it played a significant role in the 19 th Century nationalist ambition of selfdefinition and independence. The 19 th century was to witness a slow but inevitable development of a
nationalist independence struggle, in which the Ascendancy were bound to play their important role.
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3.2

THE FORMS OF NATIONALISM AND IRISH IDENTITY IN 19TH CENTURY IRELAND

The nineteenth century in Ireland began with the introduction of the Act of Union in 1801 as a
result of the failure of the 1798 uprising, its instigator Wolfe Tone, committing suicide in prison. The
first half of the 19th century saw the prominent figure of Daniel 0' Connell campaigning for Catholic
emancipation, this was achieved in April 1829 with the Catholic Emancipation Act which enabled
Catholics to enter Parliament and hold civil and military offices. Five years later he introduced the
debate on the repeal of the Union and in 1840 launched the National Repeal Association. This
organisation and its leader soon gained support of a group of intellectuals that became known as
"Young Ireland".
Three men founded this group: Thomas Davis, John Blake Dillon and Charles Gavan Duffy.
Together they joined the Repeal Association in 1841 and together decided to launch a new newspaper,
the Nation, in 1842. The paper gained a considerable following with its doctrine of national ity best
expressed in Davis's own words "a nationality of the spirit as well as of the letter, a nationality that
would embrace all creeds, races and classes within the island, not a nationality which would prelude
civil war, but which would establish internal union and external independence".61
Divisions between the two sides were, however, soon to outweigh the attitudes they shared. These
included not only generation divisions but also and above all, disagreement over the necessity to use
physical force in the fight for independence. While O'Connel1 believed in a moderate constitutional
nationalism, Young Irelanders conceded that there might be circumstances in which the fight for
freedom would require the force of arms. The final split took place a year after Davis's death, the
leadership being assumed by Gavan Duffy and WilIiam Smith O'Brien. However even the more
revolutionary Young Ireland was divided - the direct followers of Davis like O'Brien or Duffy, who
were inclined to use force only as a last resort, were opposed by much more radical people such as
John Mitchel. The split of these two factions occurred over the extremely fractious issue of land and
landlordism. While the first group wanted to gain the support of men of property, the latter laid more
emphasis on the tenant farmers. In this Mitchel was strongly influenced by the theses of Fintan Lalor.
According to Lalor the utmost importance was to be laid on the well-being and the protection of
tenant-farmers, he claimed that only landlords who would participate at the transformation of the
society could hope to be saved. For Lalor "the only foundation that is firm under the foot of a nation a secure and independent agricultural peasantry. A secure and independent agricultural peasantry is the
only base on which a people ever rises or ever can be raised; or on which a nation can safely rest.,,62
Lalor, however, was only a precursor to much more turbulent events regarding Land, the issue was to
be forced to the forefront only thirty years later with Michael Davitt's launch of the Irish National
Land League in 1879.
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The historical events connected with the Land League and the Land War play a key role in

Hurrish, one of the novels to be examined in this work and it is crucial to outline here the key facts
surrounding the issue in more detail. The Irish National Land League was established in October 1879
after a series of bad harvests produced an agricultural crisis which not only threatened famine, but saw
thousands of tenants in default over payment of rents and face eviction on a scale not seen since the
1840s. It was a mass-movement supporting tenants and fighting landlords at every level. The Land
League engaged in what became known as 'The Land War' of 1879-92.
The absolute majority of land was owned by the minority Protestant Ascendancy. The
economy outside north-east Ireland was dominated by farming and was largely dependent on British
market, as a consequence land was at the center of the most politically charged issue of the time. The
idea of 'Tenant Right' began appearing on political platforms in the 1830s and came to general
attention after 1850. As Foster points out, by 1870 "there was a wide variety of landlords. The
'typical' landlord owned about 2,000 acres; but by 1876 less than 800 landlords owned half the
country. ( ... ) The picture of 'cormorant vampires' (Davitt) or 'coroneted ghouls' hass long been
disproved; if the post-Famine Irish landlords were vampires, they were not very good at it. Certainly,
income was stressed above investment ( .... ).,,63 Farms were usually held on yearly arrangements, the
law considered the lease practically renewable and continuous except upon failure to pay rent.
According to Foster, it is difficult to generalize as to the actual level of rents:
As a rule, rent probably absorbed 25-40 per cent of tenants' gross incomes. ( ... )
Despite the myth of the rackrent, rents could be raised only at lease expiration, and
most landlords preferred a regular income to the risk of default. Some rents were high,
and some landlords evicted ruthlessly when they were not paid. But when the crisis of
the late 1870s came, many landlords were already receiving an inadequate income for
solvency - just at the point when farmers wanted to pay less. 64
The original idea of the 'Tenant Right' can be defined in terms of the "'3 F's': free sale, free rent and
fixity of tenure,,65, the first, as Foster explains, being related to the right to sell one's 'interest' in a
holding to an incoming tenant Its moral implication being that "the tenant had a certain right [original
emphasis] in the property, above and beyond the right conveyed by paying rent - since it outlasted the
period for which rent was paid. This was often held to reflect the general historical sense that the land
was the people's before it was the landlords,.,,66 A 'fair rent' was meant as one fixed by a tribunal.
The extreme sensitivity and significance of the land issue and its preponderance over another
contemporary political issue: Home Rule, is supported by the following quote from James Lydon's

The Making of Ireland: "the novelist George Bermingham was told by a local nationalist: 'Damn
Home Rule! What we're out for is the land. The land matters. All the rest is talk' .,,67 Both the struggle
for Home Rule and Land reform were represented by the prominent figure of Charles Stewart Parnell,
leader of the Irish Parliamentary Party. The Land League he led established a strict code of behaviour,
any violation was punished with the weapon of boycott (the term being coined after the case of a
certain Captain Charles Boycott) as a means of ostracizing not only errant landlords and their agents,
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but any violator of the above mentioned code. The following quote from Lydon best explains the value
system of the Land Leaguers; it is an excerpt from a speech ofParnell gave to a meeting of farmers in
Ennis: "When a man takes a farm from which another has been evicted you must shun him on the
roadside when you meet him, you must shun him in the streets of the town, you must shun him at the
shop-counter, you must shune him in the fair and in the marketplace, and even in the house of
worship.,,68 The Land War (1879 - 82), however, was not only conducted through ostraciziation, even
raw violence had a place in the struggle. Foster claims that "assassinations did happen, as well as
'warnings' into people's houses, and mutilations like ear-clipping. Animals were horribly tortured.
Bands of young men imposed a kind of gang rule in certain areas.,,69 Thus violence was being used as
a political weapon and while the confrontations with landlords increased, the number of evictions
grew accordingly. The number of tenants evicted in the period from 1879 to 1883, given by Foster, is
14,600, i.e. more than over the previous thirty years. 70
On the 'opposite', English, side the political figure most prominently occupied by both Home
Rule and the Land issue was William Gladstone, prime minister in the years 1868-74, 1880-85, 1886
and 1892-4, his legacy was the two Land Acts of 1870 and 1881. These initiated a much wider process
which successive governments developed over the years through further legislation resulting in the
end of the old landlord ascendancy and the creation in Ireland of peasant proprietors.
Interestingly with regard to Emily Lawless, Gladstone knew her work. According to Linn, he
turned to it in the 1880s "for help in understanding the Irish problem.,,71 As noted in other works on
Lawless, Gladstone first read Hurrish, a peasant novel set amidst the Land League struggles in County
Clare and stated that Lawless had presented to her readers "not as an abstract proposition, but as a
living reality the estrangement of the people ofIreland from the law.',72
In the first half of the nineteenth century there were two main streams of nationalist efforts:
On one side there were the Young lrelanders and above all John Mitchel, who continued and
reinforced the more radical revolutionary tradition of Wolfe Tone, insisting on the need to achieve
total independence and expressing openly a violent hatred of the English oppression. On other were
people like Daniel O'Connell who worked hard in terms of constitutional means to achieve at least
certain partial changes.
For the development of national consciousness and all the attempts to define the Irish identity,
it is necessary to go back once more to Thomas Davis who was the first to recognise that nationality
must be well founded in spirituality. His vision was that people in Ireland would look back to "the
whole past civilisation of their country - its language, its history, its literature, its laws and monuments
- ( ... ) that this was something to which all Irishmen were heirs, the common ground on which
conflicting sectional interests might eventually unite".73 Even though nowadays historians consider his
visions naive, he was undoubtedly the first to express ideas that were at the base of certain later
national movements which deserve closer examination.
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By the time the Gaelic Athletic Association and the Gaelic league were founded in 1884 and
in 1893 respectively, the Gaelic tongue had passed from the possession of the Irish people into the
hands and the care of scholars and academics. In the times when Davis praised the language, it was
spoken by some million and a half of Irishmen. 74 In the following decades its position was further
undermined. F.S.L. Lyons explains the factors ofthis process:
With the peasantry decimated by famine, disease and emigration, with the growth of a
system of primary education deliberately modelled on that of England, and with
English beckoning as the only avenue to profitable employment at home and abroad, it
was no wonder that Irish retreated to the more inaccessible parts of the west and south,
or to the surf-bound islands off the Atlantic coast. To all intents and purposes, it must
have seemed by the third quarter of the nineteenth century that the tongue of the
foreigner had finally triumphed. 75
Hence the interest and care of scholars became vital for the preservation of the Irish tongue. In the
course of the nineteenth century, they were working either as individuals or in organised societies such as the Gaelic Society, the Irish Archaeological Society, and the Celtic Society - to discover the
richness of Ireland's past. The work of these people was without doubt of fundamental importance, but
at that moment they were unable to give the spirit of nationality the support it needed. The leading
figures of such societies were 'only' academics and not politicians who would be able and willing to
spread their knowledge to the masses of people.
At the same time as the Gaelic tongue was diminishing and did not represent a great attraction
to the masses of people another part of the Irish heritage offered itself to serve this purpose. The Irish
games, above all hurling and Gaelic football. These had never completely disappeared from the
playing grounds, their place remained mostly in the countryside, while in towns it was rather English
games and sports that prevailed. It was the foundation of the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) in
1884 that took as its aim the re-establishment and promotion of the Irish games and sports. The man
behind this enterprise was Michael Cusack. The GAA, according to R.F. Foster, emphasised physical
training in the manner of contemporary Czech gymnastic clubs and reconstructed a powerful rural
network. 76 In the course of its rapid spread, the GAA achieved three objectives. First, it encouraged
local patriotism through organisation of competitions on a county basis in both Gaelic football and
hurling. Secondly, it adopted the weapon of boycott and forbade its members to play English games.
Archbishop Croke, the first patron of the new organisation (together with Parnell and Davitt), at the
outset expressed this second point in a strong rhetoric:
Indeed, (he wrote) if we continue travelling for the next score years in the same
direction that we have been going in for some time past, condemning the sports that
were practised by our forefathers, effacing our national features as though we were
ashamed of them, and putting on, with England's stuffs and broadcloths her masher
habits, and such other effeminate follies as she may recommend, we had better at
once, and publicly, abjure our nationality ... 77
This anti-English attitude became indeed such a strong part of the GAA ideology that the members of
the Association were strictly forbidden to play foreign games and even associate themselves in any
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with them. The Royal Irish Constabulary and the army were banned from membership. Finally, the
GAA succeeded in resuscitating not only local pride but also the national pride of the Irishman in his
country. F.S.L. Lyon observes that
The currents of thought and feeling that were beginning to excite intellectuals, the
thrill of participation in great events that could occasionally come to the townsman
were not for him, living out his laborious life in a fast-emptying landscape. What he
needed was something that would catch his imagination by its colour and movement
and at the same time recall him an aspect of the Irish civilisation to which he was,
however impoverished, the heir. This, more than any other agency, the Gaelic Athletic
Association achieved, and this was its chief contribution to the revival of national
feeling in rural Ireland. 78
From the start the Gaelic Athletic Association had a political dimension, with the Irish Republican
Brotherhood exercising a strong influence - 5 of the 10 members of the national executive elected in
1885 were Fenians and when a year later John O'Leary was invited to become patron of the
Association, the IRB were in virtual control. (The IRB, or the Fenian movement, was founded in 1858,
its famous leader John O'Leary was influenced by Lalor and Mitchel, while at the same time he did
not share their belief that the question of land had place in the Irish insurrection efforts. O'Leary
believed that this problem would be naturally remedied along with the gaining of freedom.) In short,
the GAA clubs became active in promoting a distinctive Gaelic culture as a basis for a new kind of
nationalism. 79
Even more important in the development of the new nationalism was the foundation of the
Gaelic League in 1893. The men behind this were Douglas Hyde, Eoin Mac Neill and Eugene
0' Growney, who by launching this organisation aimed to provide Irish nationalism a more sound

intellectual base. In November 1892, Douglas Hyde gave an important public lecture with an eloquent
title - "The Necessity for de-Anglicising Ireland". In it, Hyde expressed his belief that it was vital for
Irishmen to turn away from all things English so that they would be able to preserve and strengthen
their sense of a separate nationality. He criticised his fellow countrymen for "how Irish sentiment
sticks in this half-way house - how it continues to apparently hate the English, and at the same time
"-

continues to imitate them; how it continues to clamour for recognition as a distinct nationality, and at
the same time throws away with both hands what would make it so. ,,80 However, he also had an idea of
how to remedy the current situation; this consisted, he claimed, in recovering as much as possible from
Ireland's past - its language, its manners and customs, its games, its place-names and surnames. Hyde
also insisted that people abandon reading English books and periodicals and recommended that these
should be replaced with the precursors of the Anglo-Irish literature such as Tom Moore and Thomas
Davis. In other words, he believed it was necessary for the Irish to avoid becoming mere imitators of
the English.
In its efforts to encourage nationalist sentiment, the Gaelic League laid most emphasis on
preservation of the remaining Irish-speaking areas, on restoration of spoken Irish to as many parts of
Ireland as possible, on the study of existing literature in Gaelic and on the cultivation of a modern
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literature in Irish. A major advance was the attempt to have Irish taught in schools. By 1909, this key
objective of the League had been effectively achieved - Irish being taught in 3,000 out of 9,000
primary schools in Ireland. Furthermore, the League had fought successfully against an attempt at
excluding teaching ofIrish from secondary schools and in 1909 won a campaign to include Irish as a
compulsory subject for matriculation in the National University.
So while being openly separatist in the cultural sense just like the Gaelic Athletic Association,
the Gaelic League proclaimed from the start that it was non-political. Later however, it became more
and more difficult to maintain this politically neutral position. Only fifteen years after its foundation,
the Gaelic Leaguers had achieved a strong influence at a local level with some 600 branches across
Ireland and at least one in every county. Moreover, their notions of a distinct nation on the basis of its
own distinct culture were very attractive for political separatists. Some of the politically active
nationalists even claimed that this stand for neutrality contradicted the League's basic objective - to
promote the Irish nationality; for them a distinct national culture was to be accompanied in parallel to
the establishment of a separate nation-state. In 1915, Hyde was to resign his presidency of the Gaelic
League exactly on this issue, he protested that: "My ambitions had always been to use the language as
a neutral field upon which all Irishmen could meet ... So long as we remained non-political there was
no end to what we could dO".81 In the same year the Gaelic League was, in words of Patrick Pearse,
another prominent figure on the nationalist scene in Ireland, "a spent force", however recognising its
merits he added that "the vital work to be done in the new Ireland will be done... by men and
movements that have sprung from the Gaelic League".82 Confirmation of this came later in 1916,
when six of the seven signatories of the proclamation of the republic in 1916 were members of the
Gaelic League.
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3.3

THE LITERARY AND AESTHETIC CONTEXT

3.3.1

LAWLESS'S REPUTATION IN HER LIFE TIME AND AFTER HER DEATH

In her time, Emily Lawless was well known and widely read. As mentioned previously, her
novels were read by the Prime minister of the time, William Gladstone, who even consulted Lawless's
novel Hun'ish when preparing his arguments for Home Rule. Conversely however, Lawless's sceptical
attitude towards various contemporary struggles for political emancipation and nationalist attempts at
self-assertion were rousing negative reactions among Irish nationalists. The Nation accused her of
"grossly exaggerating the violence of peasants, on whom she looked down from 'the pinnacle of her
three-generation nobility,' and called Hurrish 'slanderous and lying from cover to cover' .,,83 James
Cahalan argues that Lawless had struggled to establish herself as a writer (and moreover as a woman
writer) in a period difficult for any Irish writer. There were two main reasons for this: firstly, she
emerged in the wake of the Great Famine, this was devastating not only for the Irish people but also
for Irish culture and secondly, the Irish writers of that time were operating in the shadow of English
writers of the Victorian era such as Thackeray and Dickens. 84
Lawless's reputation was also overshadowed by the rising Irish Literary Movement and above
all by the fact that she was shunned by W.B. Yeats and the other members of the Revivalist
movement. Indeed, Yeats dismissed Emily Lawless as being in "imperfect sympathy with the Celtic
nature,,85 while he did include her historical novels With Essex in Ireland (1890) and Maelcho (1894)
in his listing of the "Best Irish Books.' With respect to this last reason, Cahalan argues, it is obvious
that the critics of her work "got hold of the wrong Lawless, regarding her as a 'mere historian' rather
than a fiction writer of any importance.,,86 As her writing was politically ambivalent, it began to be
dismissed as conservative; sometimes even anti-Irish, to such an extent that, a few years after her
death in 1913, it was almost forgotten.
Betty Webb Brewer attributes the decline of Lawless's reputation and lack of interest in her
writing to two main factors. Firstly, she argues that it was caused by the general decline in the novel as
a genre and the relegation of fiction writers such as Lawless (together with a number of her
contemporaries, for instance Katherine Tynan, Standish James O'Grady or Shan Bullock) to the
unflattering position of those whose writings only merited reading "as a means of understanding better
the works of later and superior writers - Yetas and Synge, in Lawless's case.,,87 Secondly, Brewer
concludes that Lawless's loss of standing was related to her treatment of the highly charged issue of
Irish identity. Her approach was contrary to the attitudes of Yeats and his collaborators even though
both Lawless and most of the Revivalists were Protestant Ascendancy members and thus aware, as
outlined in the chapter on the Protestant Ascendancy, of their insecure and ambiguous position in
Ireland. To be considered truly Irish at this time, one had to be Catholic and of Gaelic descent. 88
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While Yeats and Synge resolved this crisis of identity by attempting to reject their Englishness
and trying to identify the real Irishness in the Irish peasantry and its past. Lawless retained her
Englishness and attempted to portray the particularly complex Irish ambience with equal sympathy to
both the peasants and the Anglo-Irish. As a consequence, she was rejected with distrust by both the
Catholic and Anglo-Irish nationalist movements.
Subsequently, it was many years before Lawless's writing began to be 'rediscovered'. Her
poetry was collected and republished in 1965, several of her books were reprinted in the 1970s in the
nineteenth-century series edited by Robert Lee Wolff and published by Garland. 89 At the same time
several dissertations were published, one by William Linn was reviewed in the introductory chapter on
Lawless's life. In 1980's, articles by Betty Webb Brewer and Elizabeth Grubgeld, indicated a slight
renewal of interest in Lawless. Her reputation mainly remained associated with the novel Hurrish, she
was assessed prevailingly only in terms of nationalist, political and historical issues. This is supported
for instance, by the fact that the Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing contains only a short passage
from Hurrish and a brief bibliographical note. It is only since the 1990's that there seems to have been
an increasing interest in Lawless's work and her views on more innovative issues such as Irish identity,
(and its correlation to Lawless's representations of landscape) or feminism I gender relations as
expressed by authors such as Jacqueline Belanger, Heidi Hensson or James Cahalan.
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3.3.2

REVIVALIST VISION OF THE PEASANT AS THE 'TRUE IRISH'

In the 1890's, while prominent figures such as Fintan Lalor and Thomas Davis campaigned
for a national awakening, the Anglo-Irish literary revival gathered pace, its main participants being
from the Ascendancy or Protestant middle class. 1892 saw the establishment of the Irish Literary
Society in London and the National Literary Society in Dublin, with Douglas Hyde as President and
with W.B. Yeats involved in both organizations. The subsequent movement of the Irish Literary
Revival or Renaissance included most notably, the figures of Lady Gregory, J.M. Synge, George
Moore and George Russell. The Revivalists based their ideology on an interest in traditional Celtic
lore and literature, and celebrated the Irish peasant way of life. They hoped it would lead to renewed
national self-respect and to a new political nation. Yeats put it thus: "Our conception of a civilisation
must include, nay, must begin with the life of the humblest, the life of the average man or the manual
worker, for if we neglect them we will build in sand. ,,90 Yet, the emphasis of the Revivalists was more
on idealised peasants rather than urban workers and at the same time it was accompanied by an
insistence on the continued need for aristocratic leadership in Ireland. Since the old Gaelic aristocracy
was absent, the responsibility was to fall on the Anglo-Irish, delinquent in the past and with still much
work to do in Ireland. Yeats, in fact, saw Protestant Ascendancy, both in terms of oppression and of
responsibility owed to Ireland. 91 Paradoxically, since the Anglo-Irish Protestant Ascendancy were
mostly middle-class professionals rather than rural land magnates they were not quite as aristocratic as
desired by the revivalists.
The Irish Literary Revival referred to the West ofIreland as the home of peasantry untouched
by English colonialism and therefore the home of the true Irish 'essence', and a more 'real' Ireland. As
Jacqueline Belanger points out, according to J.W. Foster, there is "range of possible reasons why the
West of Ireland was seen as somehow more 'authentic' than any other region of the island: the
proximity of the western islands to America and their distance from England; the presence of ruins
linking the islands with an unconquered Celtic past; the status of Gaelic as a first language; and the
difficulty in travelling to the islands, which lent a sense of pilgrimage to anyone visiting them. ,,92 The
purpose of this looking back to the ideal past was, however, to achieve national wholeness in the
future.
From close examination of the two Lawless peasant novels, she didn't share this positive view
of rural 'pastoral' Ireland that its inhabitants were a source of rejuvenation and able to provide a way
forward for the newly-born nation. Significantly, she preceded the Revivalist writers in dealing with
and writing about the West of Ireland. Her accounts of the peasant life are much more realistic than
those of Yeats and his Revivalist companions, who, however, tended to ignore and scorn her work.
Lawless's views and feelings with regard to the life of peasant were as follows:
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All peasants are difficult and elusive creatures to portray, but perhaps an Irish peasant
... is the most elusive and the most difficult upon the face of the earth. Anyone who
has ever tried to fling a net over him knows perfectly well in his or her own secret soul
that the attempt has been a failure - at best that entire realms and regimens of the
subject have escaped observation. 93
This quote is from Lawless's biography of Maria Edgeworth, written a decade after Grania,
but is very interesting with regard her earlier peasant novels.
The intention here is not to go into much detail on Lawless's treatment of the peasant theme;
the aim is simply to put it into context with the Revivalist ideology. The following chapters will
examine in detail the way she viewed the Irish peasant and her conclusions in terms of the issue of
national identity, so urgent at that time for all of the Protestant Ascendancy.
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3.3.3

THE THEORIES OF CELTIC RACES: ERNESTRENAN & MATTHEW ARNOLD

The interest in things Celtic was not limited to only Ireland on the contrary, it had a tradition
on the Continent in the old quarrel between the French Celts and Teutons. There were debates between
German and French scholars about whose race was of superior antiquity, the Ossian 'affair' created an
air of mystique about Celtic culture. In France, the interest was strengthened by the presence of a
Celtic language spoken in Brittany.
In 1854, the Breton Ernest Renan (1823-92) wrote his La poesie des race celtiques in which
he highly romanticised Celtic literature, the Celts and their environment. In the introduction to his
book he describes them in the following way:
Every one who travels through the Armorican peninsula experiences a change of the
most abrupt descritpion ... when [he] passes into the true Brittany, that which merits
its name by language and race. A cold wind arises full of a vague sadness, and carries
the soul to other thoughts; the tree-tops are bare and twisted; the heath with its
monotony of tint stretches away into the distance; at every step the granite protrudes
from soil too scanty to cover it; a sea that is almost always sombre girdles the horizon
with eternal moaning. The same contrast is manifest in the people: to Norman
vulgarity, to a plump and prosperous popultion, ... , egoistical as are all these who
make a habit of enjoyment, succeeds a timid and reserved race living altogether within
itself, heavy in appearance but capable of profound feeling, and of an adorable
delicacy in its religious instincts. A like change is apparent, I am told, in passing from
England into Wales, from the Lowlands of Scotland, English by language and
manners, into the Gaelic Highlands; and too ... when one buries oneself in the districts
ofIreland where the race has remained pure from all admixture of alien blood. 94
He suggests that certain characteristics are common to all Celts living within different states and can
be perceived as characteristics distinctive of a race, of a noble people, modifYing the old perception of
them as barbars into something "akin to primitive simplicity".95
In his book, Renan recognises the Celts as a cultured race replacing the traditional view of
barbaric characterization. He asserts that the Celts possess an imaginative power and 'infinite delicacy
of feeling' and reassesses the old colonial view of Ireland as a dependent woman by affirming the
Celt's creative vitality as being a feminine characteristic. Renan even states that: "If it be permitted us
to assign sex to nations as to individuals, we should have to say without hesitance that the Celtic
race ... is an essentially feminine race.,,96 His work had a strong influence on the writing of Matthew
Arnold, particularly in his lectures "On the Study of Celtic Literature," both men had significant
influence on the Irish nationalist sentiments of the late nineteenth century. In Renan's, 1882 lecture
'What is a Nation?,' he "inveighs against the error of confusing race with nation. A nation, he insists,
can no more be founded on race than it can on language, religion, commerce or geography. ( ... ) [a]
nation is a living soul, a spiritual principle.,,97 Such a definition was much more 'advantageous' for the
Irish Literary Revivalists' search for self-definition.
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For Arnold the debate was rather on the polemical opposition of English and Irish, Saxon and
Celt. Strong negative images of the Irish existed in Victorian England, a product of both the traditional
view of the Celt as barbaric and of religious and class prejudices of Victorian Protestants towards Irish
Roman Catholics. The Irish became associated with Papist and peasant, also gradually assuming the
image of the white negroes and associated stereotypes of criminals, assassins and revolutionaries.
They were perceived as unsuited to the English ideals of restraint and stability and unable to be
properly civilised.
Arnold was at first interested in an examination of the Fenian rather than the Celt. The
difference between England and Ireland for him was that between culture and anarchy. He expressed
his view of the Fenian as follows:
The difference between an Irish Fenian and an English rough is so immense and the
case, in dealing with the Fenian, so much more clear. He is so evidently desperate and
dangerous, a man of a conquered race, a Papist, with centuries of ill-usage to inflame
him against us, with an alien religion established in his country by us at his expense,
with no admiration of our institutions, no love for our virtues, no talents for our
business, no trun for our comfort!98
Arnold evidently considers the Irish to be a completely different race from the English, unsuited for
the same order of things as was possible in England. However, he appears to be fully aware of the
'guilt' of England for some of Irish greivances. In fact, Regan claims Arnold's attention throughout
his writing on Ireland is directed at deficiencies in the English national character. His examination
categorizes the English as dull, insensible and threatened the most by their "Philistinism". On the
contrary, he praises the Celts for possessing "the power of quick and strong perception and emotion"
yet at the same time lacking "balance, measure and patience". 99 Moreover, Arnold suggests that the
English attempt to recognise these positive characteristics of the Celt: love for beauty, spirituality and
chann, was in order to become "more intelligent, more gracious, and more humane"IOO themselves.
Regarding Renan's assessment of the Celtic race as inherently feminine, Arnold claims that
"the sensibility of the Celtic nature, its nervous exaltation, have something feminine in them, and the
Celt is thus peculiarly disposed to feel the spell of the feminine idiosyncrasy; he has an affinity to it;
he is not far from its secret." 101 As a consequence, the Celt is ineffectual and without the self-will
suitable for self-government while his ''want of sanity and steadfastness" have "lamed him on the
world of business and politics.,,102 It is therefore crucial for the English to understand the Celt properly
to be able to govern him effectively.
In effect, Arnold's views of Anglo - Irish relations in terms of race and racial characteristics
and his suggestions for improvement, proved to be, in Regan's words, divisive and sectarian as "racial
differences slide all too easily into religious differences, so that Celtic and Catholic become
synonymous.,,103 Further he supports this by quoting Seamus Deane claiming that "the romanticizing
of the Celt becomes, in effect, the romanticizing of the Irish Catholic.,,104 In this way, Arnold helped to
prepare the ground for some of the debates about Irish nationality in the 1890s but "also helps to
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sustain one of the most potent nationalist myths: that of a primary and essential Celtic Catholic
Ireland."lo5
From this point of view it is necessary to return once more to Yeats and 'his' Irish Literary
Revival movement of the 1890s. As has been already outlined, Yeats attempted to construct a myth of
archaic, spiritual, peasant Ireland and in doing so he repeated many of the myths and stereotypes of
Renan and Arnold. For instance, he and his Revivalist companions also feminized Ireland and insisted
on the spirituality and emotionality of the 'Irish' Celt. Paradoxically, the Revivalist attempts at
awaking nationalist feelings and the national identity through these representations of the 'Celtic
nation' were communicated in the 'foreign' English language raising the question of whether the
Celtic spirit could really be conveyed at all, through a different language than the Gaelic.
Another paradox of Revivalist literature, as noted by Synge himself, was that the peasant
world, characterized by the movement as a basis for the new nation, was a world of extreme poverty:
"One feels then ... that it is part of the misfortune of Ireland that nearly all the characteristics which
give colour and attractiveness to Irish life are bound up with a social condition that is near to
penury. ,,106
It is therefore no surprise that there were other contemporary writers who did not share this

Revivalist vision of the poor peasant and Celtic Ireland as the only way forward for the country's
future. It is generally accepted that Emily Lawless also did not concur with this view. The chapters
which follow will attempt to analyze, from Lawless's perspective, all the previously mentioned
aspects of contemporary Irish reality.
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4.

HURRlSH' A STUDY & GRANIA: THE STORY OF AN ISLAND -

A BRIEF

INTRODUCTION TO THE PLOTS

Hurrish: A Study (1886) was an attempt at providing some insight into the chaotic political
situation in contemporary Ireland and make understandable to "an unsympathetic English audience the
reasons for the unrest and violence."lo7 The way the novel was accepted by the English press proves
that Lawless's attempt was a successful one:
This book has been published at a singularly opportune moment. At a time when the
eyes of all men are turned upon Ireland, a vivid and striking picture of the Irish
peasant as he really is, a description coloured by no political or partisan motive, is
doubly valuable. That familiar parliamentary stalking-horse, of which so much is said
and so little known, here appears to us faithfully represented by a skillful hand, and
with full knowledge rare in itself, and still rarer when unaccompanied by distorting
prejudice. 108
The reception in Ireland was very much different, however, and very much symptomatic of the
contemporary situation. So while the Irish Times and the Dublin Evening Mail echoed the English
papers in their praise, the nationalist The Nation roared that:
Here is a novel far above average of the ordinary run of novels of the present day,
written by an Irish lady, and the only feelings which it excites in us are feelings of
indignation and disgust. ... The book si slanderous and lying from cover to cover, and
it is only the daughter of an Irish landlord could pursue it. Literary talents have before
now been prostituted to many low services; but the Hon. Emily Lawless has degraded
literature to a service the lowest that could be entered on by a calumnious patisan. '"
Every character but three has a taint of crime; almost all have a passion for blood.
From the pinnacle of her three-generation nobility this daughter of Cloncurry looks
down, and there is no room for gradation of any sort among the peasants. .,. The
evidence of the deterioration going on among the Irish aristocracy was certainly strong
enough before; the degrading struggle for their harassing rights has certainly had its
effect. Year by year all that was noble or generous among them has been gradually
disappearing, leaving on ly the Cromwellian behind. But this revelation from the halls
of Cloncurry displays a wider decay. Men sometimes talk of the loss to Ireland should
the class to whom this writer belongs be forced from among us. We ask any man who
thinks there is any possibile ground for community of thought and feeling between the
Irish aristocrat and the Irish people to read this book.109
The novel is set in county Clare in the region of Burren, amidst the unquiet times of the Land
War agitations. The stony region is lying on the southern shore of Galway Bay and is noted for its bare
limestone hills. It is very bleak, although its scant grass is famous throughout Ireland for its excellence
in fattening cattle and sheep.llo The main protagonists of the novel are the family of a widower
Horatius O'Brien, familiarly called Hurrish, his mother Bridget, his wife's niece Alley Sheehan, and
his three children, a girl of the name Katty and two boys, Andy and Clancy. The plot revolves around
the troubles Hurrish has with his closest neighbour, Mat Brady, whose half-brother Maurice Brady is
the husband-to-be of young Alley. Mat Brady is quite a well-off tenant farmer, very much dedicated to
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drinking of whiskey and very much decided to do away with Hurrish. His grudge dates back to the old
days of Mat's adolescens and Maurice's childhood when Mat effectually brought Maurice's mother to
death by evil treating her. It was at Hurish' s that Maurice often had found shelter and home as a child,
Hurrish growing from a fatherly figure of his to that of a best friend, always supporting him in his
ambitions, always having a good word for him. Hurrish, in fact, is portrayed as good personified,
never engaged in any violence of the days, rather reluctant to support the contemporary cause of revolt
against the landlords and against the errant peasants by directly participating in the outrages against
them. This attitude of Hurrish is a source of grievance to his mother Bridget, an ardent patriot herself,
who is the most fervent follower of any such events, always blaiming her son of not being a proper
man of whom she could be proud.
On the contrary, Mat Brady is the evil personified, drunk all the time and threatening to both
men and women by his innate inclination to violence. His brother Maurice, or Morry, is very
ambitious, 'the clever young man' of the neighbourhood into whom many people put their trust with
regards of both his own success and career, and, consequently, the possibility of him doing really
something for the national cause on behalf of all of them. Maurice is diversified from all the other
characters in the novel by the way he speaks. Hurrish, Alley, Bridget and all the other peasant figures
speak a sort of Hiberno-Englicsh, while Maurice Brady is distinguished from them by speaking an
'educated' version of English. Ironically, and seemingly on purpose from Lawless/narrator, Maurice
slides back to the native Hiberno-English brogue whenever he looses full control of his behaviour and
speech or whenever he is overcome by emotions, especially by anger. Interestingly, as far as language
is concerned the younger, i.e. Hurrish's generation is described in the novel as preferring to speak
English than Irish.
The other very much negative character of the novel is Hurrish's mother, old Bridget O'Brien.
She is introduced as a "petticoated vampire"]]], ardent patriot of the most violent type and above all as
giving hard time at all occasions to the saintly eighteen-year old niece of Hurrish, Alley. The violence
of her very nature is indeed most frequently directed against poor Alley Sheehan, both verbally and
physically. Bridget never accepted that Hurrish and his late wife Molly took the little girl to live with
them after her mother, Molly's sister, died. Bridget never ceased to perceive Alley as an alien, eating
and stealing bread of a family to which she does not belong, and has always treated her accordingly.
Alley's enagegement to Maurice Brady has long been taken for granted; it appears to be all but
a love story destined to happiness. Maurice's 'love' is of a very much condescending character while
Alley is too saintly for any earthly kind of love at all.
The novel's plot is not very complicated. The long descriptive parts on landscape and overall
setting serve basicly as an introduction for the readers into the Irish peasant environment and into the
highly topical issue of the day - the land. The apex of the novel is the gun attack of Mat Brady on
Hurrish which results in the death of Brady whom Hurrish kills with a single strike of his hawthorn
stick upon the assailant's temple. Unfortunately, the body of the dead man is found by Alley who in
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shock at first brings Bridget to the scene and then runs away after Bridget recognises Hurrish's
walking stick and rejoices fanatically in the fact that her son finally acted as a man of his strenght
should. When Alley is found by Maurice, still ignorant at that moment of his brother's death, and
being enquired on the reason of her being so agitated, she in the first moment wants to conceal from
Morry that Mat was killed by Hurrish but eventually it escapes her and Maurice swears to have his
vengeance.
Later, disregarding the unwritten Irish law of never betraying the criminal to the police and the
English government he points to Hurrish as the murderer and thus causes the latter's arrest and
subsequent trial for murder. In his anger and longing for vengeance, Maurice never has time to
actually ask Hurrish what exactly happened although he very well knows that it was Mat, his brother,
who has been minacing not only HUfrish but also his family and above all Alley. The reason for
Maurice's acting so strictly against his best friend and protector is that of family bonds and the
undoubtable superiority of the brother-to-brother relationship.
After Hurrish is proclaimed innocent at the court, Maurice sticks to his promise and revenges
upon Hurrish by shooting him from a hiding while Hurrish tries to see to his boat in a storm. Hurrish,
however, remains consistent with his character, previous deeds and his relationship to Maurice and
denies it could have been Morry to shoot at him by claiming that the shooting came from a boat
passing by on the sea. Thus, he saves Morry from being hanged, by keeping to the Irish custom of
never collaborating with the English establishment institutions. He dies after having forgiven Maurice
who in the last moment repents his deed and is terrified by the possibility that after all it might not
have been Hurrish O'Brien at all to have killed his brother. He is calmed by Hurrish admitting on the
contrary but explaining it was in self-defense.
Finally, the 'love story' cannot have but an unhappy ending - Alley totally condemns Maurice.
At the end, the narrator informs us that Maurice emigrated to America, while Alley entered a convent
and became a nun.
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Grania: The St01Y of an Island (1892), was received by the press with even greater enthusiasm
than Hurrish, although it did not prove so popular in the long run and did not go through several
editions like Hurrish. ll2 Grania was praised by both the English and the Irish press for the interesting
picture it offered of the way of life in the West of Ireland:

Grania ... is certainly the most artistic and dramatic of the studies of Irish life and
character which we owe to the pen of the Hon. Emily Lawless. . .. W e congratulate
Miss Lawless on her fascinating tale - a tale at once intensely picturesque and
dramatic, and one which throws more light than a bushel of Blue-books upon the
structure of West ofIreland crofter society. 113
Moreover, Grania did not stimulate any of the political antagonism as Hurrish had:
No one can read of the sweet, fierce Grania, of the saintly self abnegation of Honor, of
the bombastic selfishness of Murdoch, ... , without deeper sympathy for the Irish
peasantry and a better understanding of their modes of thought and their lives being
impressed upon the mind; and this all without apparent intention or attempt to draw a
114
mora1.
The picture of life on the Arans which the book gives is rather romanticised and does not
iclude an abundance of authentic detail. It is set on Inishmaan, the middle of the three Aran Islands
lying in the Galway Bay. The islands are unique because their inhabitants' life has remained largely
untouched by the modern world. Geologically, they are a continuation of the same limestone hills
115
which characterize the Burren. They are rocky and barren, without trees, almost no grass and water
is scarce there. The islanders create through hard labour small fields by polverizing the rock and
fertilizing it with seaweed. On these fields they cultivate rye and potatoes,116 the farming is
supplemented by small-scale fishing done in small boats called curraghs.
The hardships of the islanders' everyday life create the background of the novel's simple plot.
Grania O'Malley grows into a young woman in a rigidly circumscribed world, which includes only her
father who drinks himself to death, Honor, a stepsister dying of consumption, and Murdough Blake,
Grania's neighbour, childhood friend and her husband-to-be. Despite Murdough's inclination to
drinking and laziness, Grania loves him, and there is an understanding between them that they will get
married once Grania is no longer burdened by the dying Honor. Grania grows restless and bitter,
hardly realizing at first that it is because she craves for affection which Murdough is incapable of
giving Later however she experiences an epiphanic moment when visiting by chance a cottage on the
mainland, inhabited by a poverty-stricken family. There she witnesses a marital scene of an absolutely
drunken man abusing verbally his harassed, prematurely aged wife. In this moment she realizes this
exactly might be her fate if she marries Murdough and afterwards is no more able to return to any
aspect of her old life on Inishmaan.
On the day when it becomes clear that Honor's death is imminent a thick fog settles over the
islands, making travel from Inishmaan to Inishmore where the priest lives more than dangerous.
Nonetheless, Grania does not hesitate and decides to go for the priest at all costs, hoping Murdough
will accompany her. His cowardice (or common sense?) is too great and he lets Grania go alone. She
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sets out accompanied by the island idiot; her boat gets torn by the rocks and in an apocalyptic final
scene in the all-pervading fog, Grania sinks to the sea with Murdough's name on her lips.
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4.1

CHARACTERIZATION

In both her novels Lawless created stereoptyped characters who share certain basic features
and aspects. Moreover Lawless's characterization employs some of the commonly accepted views of
her days of the Irish as belonging to a Celtic race. That Lawless does so on purpose and must have
been perfectly acquainted with the aesthetic theories of the Celtic races of her times appears to be clear
and unquestionable. Moreover, this way the novels' characters are constructed as belonging to a Celtic
race result into eloquently patronizing comments on the Irish by a writer of the Anglo-Irish Protestant
Ascendancy.
The fundamental difference between Hurrish and Grania is that in the first novel the female
characters linger mostly at the margins of the novel while in the latter a female figure is the main
protagonist. The strong and independent Grania is in a way forshadowed by the figure of Alley
Sheehan, namely in the active approach on Alley's part towards her relationship with Maurice,
nevertheless Alley has definitely much more in common with Grania's pious sister Honor.
Indeed, a first type common to both novels is that of Alley Sheehan and Honor O'Malley. Both of
them are constructed as nun-like, very religious and devout, patiently bearing their hard lives. Alley
lives with Hurrish because of his and his wife's charity and kind heart with which they took her to live
with them after her mother died. She has "great, grey eyes,(oo.), wonderful eyes, such as are only to be
seen in their perfection west of Shannon, - violet grey (oo.). For all her eyes, Alley counted for very
little in the estimation of her contemporaries. ( ... ) Hers was the sort of beauty which needs indeed
some eye-culture to appreciate.,,117 Her physical appearance reflects her devoutness: "There was a
touch of ascetic dreaminess about her which suited her stony environment, and remotely suggested the
cloister - a sort of nun-like fragility and separateness.,,118
In the novel, much of her submissiveness and tenderness is put into contrast with Hurrish's
mother's character and the relationship there is between the two women. Old Bridget O'Brien is the
most ardent patriot of the family and one of the violent types above all. Lawless describes her as "not a
very comfortable type, one would think, for everyday domestic use; too suggestive of an elderly bird
of prey - a vulture, old, yet with claws ever upon the watch to tear, and a beak which yearns to plunge
itself into the still palpitating flesh.,,119 The most frequent victim of Bridget's fury is, in fact, Alley,
partly because Bridget cannot stop seeing her as a stranger eating their bread and partly because of
Alley's sweetness and good-heartedness: "In vain the poor child tried to conciliate her with untiring
submisiveness; her very sweetness and gentleness seemed only an additional incentive to the other's
rage.,,120 The outcome of Bridget's fury is frequently Alley being beaten and then running to hide
away from her. Hurrish is well aware of this and though he very much likes Alley and would never
allow his mother to throw her out, his attitude is that "with a mixture of indolence and traditional
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reverence, he never directly reproved his mother, he was often on the watch to intervene, generally
jocosely and as if accidentally, between her and her victim." 121
As for the girl's physical beauty and her own perception of it she is too "humble-minded,
dreamy, and nun-like, for that sort of eager self-admiration which flows spontaneously through so
many young girls' veins.,,122 Alley is pure "as only a girl brought up in such a state of utterly savage
innocence could be pure - pure, that is, to the point of barely realising the existence of impurity.,,123
The most prominent characteristic of Alley is her 'nunishness' and her devoutness. That, from this
point of view, Alley represents a type which is fairly common in the West of Ireland is clear from the
following description:
There are no doubt born nuns, just as there are born actors, or born violinists, and the
type is more often to be met with amongst the pious peasant girls of the south and west
of Ireland, than perhaps in any other class or country in the world. Alley had an elder
sister who was a nun in Galway, and until Maurice had asked her to marry him, she
had often thought that she would like to join her, and to be one toO.124
This native asceticism actually helps Alley to "bear the hardships of her present

10t.,,125

However, as

she is "simple-minded and ignorant beyond the dreams of even the most simple-minded and the most
ignorant in more sophisticated regions,,,126 she of course does not "think about it in that light, but it
[goes] towards making them [the hardships] seem not only inevitable, but natural - a very different
thing. 127
This last quote shows how exaggerating Lawless is in some instances with regard to the
characterization of some of her figures. Moreover, in moments such as this, her narrator, in fact,
appears to be assuming a very much condescending and patronizing attitude towards the peasants.
Interestingly, the ascetic aspect of Alley's character is further on linked to the "Celtic Eolian-harp
temperament,,128 Her pure, singularly transparent spirit seemed to float away in visions of faith and
tenderness, which her very ignorance - if you will superstition - only made the wider
and the more embracing. Certain types repeat themselves eternally at all ages of the
world, and hers was the type of all those gentle ascetic natures which at every period
and under all variations of circumstances have sprung up spontaneously. There had
probably been Alley Sheehans here in Burren ages before this one had been born, for
these stony fastnesses, with the neighbouring ones of Aran, had for centuries been the
resort of the pure, the pious, the pitiful, who had succeeded in escaping from that
pandemonium of carnage which year after year, and century after century, had made
the rest of the island a fit habitation only for some blood-besmeared rabble of hell. 129
This description of Alley can be read as summarizing the various aspects assigned by Lawless's
contemporary intellectuals to the Celt - connection with the natural environment, spirituality and
superstitiousness, and at the same time as supporting the 'natural' connection between 'Celticism' and
religiousness, namely Catholicism. Linking superstition to ignorance, suggests again a certain air of
condescention on Lawless's part.
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The mention in the last quote of the neighbouring Aran Islands, represents a logical link to the
correspondent nun-like character in Lawless's second novel, Grania, which has the Aran Islands for its
setting. Honor O'Malley indeed resembles Alley Sheehan in her piety, unending patience with which
she bears her equally hard lot. Honor is throughout a greater part of the novel, covering Grania's
adulthood, suffering and dying of consumption.
She makes her first appearance in the novel still in the part of Grania's childhood, time when
she was still a healthy young woman but already then she is described as that it "would have been
difficult to guess her age" and that "there was nothing about her which seemed to speak of youth.,,130
But even though she has "a plain face and a sickly one, with little or nothing of that play of expression
which redeems many an otherwise homely Irish face"J31 there is stilI something peculiar about it that
"would have arrested your attention":
Elements not often seen in combination seemed to find a meeting-place there. A look
of peculiar contentedness, an indescribable placidity and repose, had stamped those
homely features as with a benediction. The mild brown eyes, lifting themselves
blinkingly to the sun-light, had something about them, chastened, reposeful, serene, an
expression hardly seen beyond the shelter of the convent. 132
Her saintly inclination makes her perfectly fitted for the raising up of her half-sister, half-orphan
Grania who is "a born rebel"J33. Honor does not only look like a nun but also is very religious; she
never passes the island's chapel without saying a prayer and kissing the cross. Given that her
devoutness is very well-known to all the inhabitants of the island of lnishmaan and respected by them
she becomes for them a kind of semi-sacerdotal figure to whom they turn to her whenever there is a
need for a child to be baptised and it is not possible at once to go to bring the proper priest from the
biggest island of Inishmore:
It was an office for which she was in great demand on Inishmaan, where, as explained,
there was no priest, and where her peculiar piety made her seem to her neighbours
specially fitted for such semi-sacerdotal duties. Of course such a baptism was only
meant as a preliminary to serve till the more regular sacrament could be bestowed, but,
from the difficulties of transport, it often happened that weeks and months passed
before any other could be given. 134

Honor's religiousness represents the most crucial point of difference between her and Grania, Honor
being the representative of the "more recondite, santlier virtues - faith, meekness, holiness,
patience.,,135 Honor, similarly to Alley in Hurrish, would have liked to be a nun although she could
have married if she wanted. Thus she answers to Grania when asked whether she never cared for any
man:
"'Care"? Is It I, child? "Care"! God keep you, no! What would ail me to care?' the
elder sister asked in tones of genuine astonishment. 'Auch! Men is a terrible trouble,
Grania, first, and last. What with the drink and the fighting and one thing and another,
a woman's life is no better than an old garron's down by the seashore once she's got
one of them driving her the way he chooses.' She paused, and a new look, this time a
look of unmistakable passion, came into her face. 'Oh, no, Grania asthore, 'tis a nun I
would have loved to be; oh, my God! yes, that is the beautiful life! Pulse of my heart,
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sister avilish, there's nothing for a woman like being a nun - nothing, nothing!
Praying and praying from morning till night, and nought to do, only what you're bid,
and a safe fair walk before you to heaven, without a turn, or the fear of a turn, to right
or left! ( ... ) many's the time, och many's and many's the time, Grania, and for years
upon years, I cried myselfto sleep because I couldn't be a nun. ( ... ) and I would think
of the big world and the cruel things that do be going on in it, and the ugly ways of
men that frightened me always, and then of the convent, and the chapel and the
pictures and the garden - for I saw it all once, at Galway, at the Sisters of Mercy there
- and my heart would go out in a great cry: "Oh, my God, make me a nun! Oh, my
God, won't You let me be a nun! ( ... ),,136
Honor's way of looking at the world and the life upon earth is correspondent to her strictly religious
nature. The life on earth is only a preparation for the one to come after death, and therefore it is not
happiness people should pursue in its course - it is not to be found during life-time. Honor seems to
have accepted this 'truth' and bears what it brings along:
'( ... ) And hapiness! Why, saints above! who ever heard of such talk! Happiness? God
love the child! what were, any of us, and women specially, sent into the world for,
except to save our souls and learn to bear what's given us to bear? Augh, Grania,
Grania! don't be looking fro happiness, child, for I tell you you won't get it - not
married nor single, sick nor well, rich nor poor, young nor old; for 'tisn't in it at all, at
all, so how can you expect to find it? 'Tis only in heaven there's any real, right
happiness, child, as I'm always telling you, and 'tis not till you get there that anyone
need think to find it, nor couldn't, not though they were to hunt for it the whole world
over, and get under the sea-water, too, looking for it! And for a woman! - why, child,
'tis impossible! To bear and bear, that's all she's got to do, so she has, till God sends
her rest - nothing else. Isn't that what she has come into the world, for, no
otller'I(
.... ),137
Thus, Honor's way of approaching the life on earth is to bear it patiently with the prospect of enjoying
happiness in heaven. Honor's story could well be read as a continuation of that of Alley's after a
couple of years. Yet in the peasant society as it is portrayed in Lawless's novels these saintly figures
seem to be standing rather apart, exceptions among the crowd of poverty-stricken peasants, the
majority of whom appear to be more overcome by the drudgery of their lives.
Defiant of Honor's approach and struggling to assert her own nature and vision of living
stands up the figure of Grania, the heroine of the eponymous novel. In many ways, she is portrayed as
the very opposite of Honor, the one obvious dividing issue, as already mentioned, being their
religiousness. Perhaps more impOltant, however, is Grania's vigorous enjoyment of mere living and of
everything life brings along. The following passage is Grania's answer to Honor's above quoted vision
of life as no source of happiness:
'Then I don't believe it - nor want to believe it - nor to hear it, what's more - not
though every priest in Ireland or the world were to say it!' she suddenly burst out
angrily. 'And it is all very well for you, Honor, a saint born, wanting nothing and
caring for nothing, only just the bit to keep you alive and the spot to pray on. But all
women are not like that. My God, no! There's many and many a one would let
themselves be cut in little pieces or burned alive, any day in the week, if so he they
were loved back, but, if not, 'tisn't better they'd get, but worse and wicked er every
dat, till they'd be fit to kill themselves or other people,' ( ... ) But say I'd sit down easy
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with such a skin and a bones ofa life as that, and no happiness till I come to die? ( ... )
why, I can't, Honor, I can't, and that's the whole truth! The priests may tell all they
will of heaven, but what is it to me? - just gosther! "Tis here I want a little bit of the
happiness, so I do.( ... )' 138
Every single particle of Grania wants to live, to enjoy living and craves for a little bit of happiness,
longing for it with all her innate fierceness. This is indeed reflected even in her physical appearance she is a "tall, red-petticoated, fiercely-handsome girl.,,139 Her virtues are "honesty, strength, courage,
love of the direct human kind, pity for the weak - especially the weak that belong to you, that are
your own kith and kin, dependent upon you - these were born in her, came to her direct from the
hands of Nature.,,140 Her physical strength is such that she does not need a donkey or a pony to help
her carry the loads of kelp from the coast, naturally to keep the beasts for this purpose would "seem to
her a sheer waste of good fodder.,,141 Correspondently, Grania is very well aware of her exceptional
strength and very proud of it. Remarks on her being strong and industrious are also the only
compliments she gets from her lover Murdough, who, in his turn, always sits and watches her digging,
carrying kelp, burning it, or performing other of her many everyday duties. Her attitude to the
everyday life that includes much hard work is that of unquestioning acceptance: '''And what else
would I be doing upon Inishmaan if! did get tired of it itself [the work], Murdough Blake?,,142
Not only Grania's strength but also her taking active part in fishing with men, her "a man's
healthy appetite,,143 or her active desire for Murdough build up her characterization as a girl
"transgressing certain gender norms of the community", as Jacqueline Belanger puts it. 144 Indeed, she
is perceived as being queer by many islanders, her queerness consisting of her strength, her courage
and her male activities. This is how she is seen by Rosha Durane, a close neighbour:
[s]he is a very wild queer girl, and a bold one too ( ... ) I tell you there is no end to the
queerness, and to the bold things she does be doing. It is well known to all Inishmaan,
yes and to Aranmore, too, that she goes out to the fishing just like a man, so she does,
just like a man, catching the plaice and the mullets, and the conger eels, and many
another fish beside I shouldn't wonder; ( ... ). But that is only half of it. She has no fear
of anything, not of anything at all, I tell you, neither upon the earth nor under it either
- God keep us from speaking of harm, amen! She will as soon cross a fairies' ring as
not! Just the same and sooner, and it is not two months, or barely three at the most,
that I saw her with my own eyes walk past a red jackass on the road, and it braying
hard enough to split at the time, and not crossing herself, no, nor a bend of the head,
nor spitting even! 145
Clearly, Grania stands out of the community she lives in for more reasons, not only for her particular
strength, riches, manly activities but also because she seems to her neighbours as too audacious and
not paying due respect to the traditional, superstitious folk creeds. As a consequence, the neighbours
profess to her a bad end, in Peggy Dowd's, the island's living memory and leading gossiper, words:
'''Tis a bad end comes to such ways as those, a bad end, a bad end.,,146
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The most prominent feature of Grania's characteristics is, however, her down-to-earth
connection with the outdoor and her enjoying of the life springing from it. It appears that as soon as
she leaves the cabin she feels free and just being outside makes her happy:
As she hurried along her own movements brought the blood tingling through her
veins, and her spirits rose insensibly. She felt glad and light, she hardly herself knew
why. Leaping from one rocky level to another, her feet beat out a ringing response to
the clink of the grooved and chiselled rocks against which they struck. Once she
stopped a moment to clutch at a tuft of wood sorrel, springing out of a fissure, and
crammed it all, trefoiled leaves and half-expanded pale grey flowers, into her mouth,
enjouying the sweet sub-acid flavour as she crunched them up between her strong
white teeth. 147
Moreover, this particular aspect of Grania's characer, we are told, is not typical of her class or the sex
she belongs to - "the mere joy of life, the sheer animal zest and intoxication of living was keener in
her than it often is in those of her own rank and sex in Ireland.,,148 Furthermore, Grania is aware of
both her attitude and of its exceptionality: "Did others find the same pleasure merely in breathing merely in moving and working - as she did, she sometimes wondered.,,149
As fiercely as Grania is able to perceive and pursue happiness so equally wild is her response
in the moments of bitter realization of the true nature of her love-relationship with Murdough and the
consequent desperation and helplessness. Grania confesses her doubts about Murdough to Honor
passionately - it is the money he cares for, the farm and the beasts they have, he does not care at all for
her! But to utter in words her bitter feelings, to complain about her future husband, to speak about love
as such is such an unheard-of act amongst Grania's class that not only Honor but also Grania perceives
it immediately after as a breach of decorum and terribly ashamed runs away from the cabin. Later,
when alone, she ruminates about her own mental state in the following way:
[t]he mere fact of giving utterance to a complaint on the subject gave her a sense not
merely of having committed a hideous breach of common decency, but of having
actually crossed the line that separates sanity from madness. Could she really be going
crazy? she asked herself. (oo.) 'What ailed her? she again asked herself. What did ail
her? It seemed to be literally like some disease that had got into her bones - this
strange unrest, this disturbance - a disease, too, of which she had never heard; which
nobody else so far as she knew had ever had; a disease which had no name, and
therefore was the more mysterious and horrible. 150
The strength of her personality reflects itself in the way Grania suffers. It is equally passionate and
wild: "Grania suffered as strong people suffer. Not patiently, nor yet with any particular inclination to
complain, but with a suffering that was a sort of fire in her veins. She would have liked to have taken
the matter, then and there, into her own strong hands.,,151 Suffering in face of troubles with which she
can do nothing she feels at first angry, willing wildly to fight them but later a new recklessness gets
hold of her:
It was in her blood - for she came, upon both sides, of a wild, untameable stock - but
it had never risen so near to the surface before. Circumstances had tamed her, as they
tame most people; a certain sense of responsability had tamed her; doubts and self-
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perplexities had tamed her; of late, too, that keen, hungry clutch at the heart tamed her.
Now she no longer cared, or thought that she no longer cared. 152
The psychological development of Grania which practically covers the main plot of the novel follows
exactly this path on the beginning of which Grania is full of strength, vitality and untamed passion for
life but in the course of which exactly these features are shaken by the circumastances consisiting of,
first and above all, the inexistence of a correspondent passion in the heart of her man, secondly the
inevitable binding rules and conventions of the community she belongs to, and last but not least the
consequent inevitable destiny that the likes of her must encounter (in Lawless's world).
This construction of Grania's character is again very much consistent with the
characterizations of the Celt as animal, natural, untamed, superstitious and possessing a vital and
creative capacity of imagination. One of the few direct descriptions of Grania in this sense follows
when she listens to one of Murdough' s endless accounts of his both real and imagined, dreamed-of
adventures:
Like every Celt that was ever born she perfectly understood these sudden
unexplainable panics, more akin to those that affect sensitive animals, horses
particularly, than anything often felt by more stolid and apathetic bipeds. Though, not
overflowing in words, as Murdough's did, her imagination was perhaps even more
alive than his to those dim formless visions which people the dusk, and keep alive in
the Celt a sense of vague presences, unseen but realisable - survivals of a whole world
of forgotten beliefs, unfettered by logic, untouched by education, hardly altered even
by later and more conscious beliefs, which have rather modified these earlier ones
than superseded them. 153
Indeed, Grania's figure seems to be a perfect melting pot of the old Celtic beliefs with a subsequent
touch of Christianity, the result being rather a little more inclined to the side of the old pagan than the
later Catholic.
In her analysis of the novel, Elizabeth Grubgeld quotes an interesting part from a
contemporary review of the novel, written by a certain Mrs. Humphrey Ward in 1892, which offers a
particularly significant insight on the topicality of 'Celticism' in those days. For her Murdough and
Grania represent "the two leading types of Celtic imagination - the boastful personal type and the
melancholy phantom-haunted type, the one leading to an empty arrogance, the other to a dreamt
alternation of panic and reverie, and both alike to inertia and paralysis ofwill.,,154
The quote appears to be a critical and patronizing comment on the 'two leading Celtic types',
apparently hinting at the Celts' ineptitude for independent life and therefore self-government, given
their innate "inertia and paralysis of will".
From a modem perspective, however, Grania can be definitely read as a strongly feminist
portrait of a peasant's girl struggle for self-definition and self-assertion. The tragic end and the fact
that her attempt is not successful would not be nowadays assigned to the racial notions about the Celts
but rather to the patriarchalism of the peasant society, its unwillingness to accept difference and
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change. Grania does not seem to be at all paralysed, inert or passive; on the contrary she is extremely
audacious in her active approach to life and love, actively fighting for what she believes in.
On the other hand, the remark on Murdough Blake as the boastful and arrogant type is more
than proper and accurate. In Hurrish, Murdough's counterpart is Maurice Brady, Alley Sheehan's
lover. These two figures of young Irish men are characterized in a very much similar way. They share
boastfulness, ambiciousness and interest in big talk about their own bright future, as well as arrogance
and patronizing attitude to their betrothed girls. Moreover, the governing force behind most of their
activities is vanity.
Already as a young boy of fourteen years, when he first appears in the novel, Murdough
engages himself in big talk about his own future, the most frequent and most grateful recipient of these
accounts is little Grania herself. His 'ability' is described as "one of the most distinctive gifts of his
countrymen,,155 :
[hJis toungue had a power of building up castles in the air - castles in which he
himself, of course, was chief actor, owner, lord, general person of importance - castles
which would sometimes mount up, tier above tier, higher and higher, tottering dizzily
before the dazzled eyes of his small companion till even her admiration, her capacity
for belief, failed to follow them longer. 156
He grows into "a tall, active, lissom young fellow." 157 Yet he is "anything but satisfied, however,
with his own clothes, his own standing, his own prospects in life, or, for that matter, with anything else
about him, excepting with young Murdough Blake himself, ( ... ) clearly too exceptional a person to be
wasted upon such a spot as Inishmaan.,,158 The best Lawless has to say about Murdough is that he is a
typical young man who likes best not to do anything. For Lawless Murdough is, indeed, just a type,
not at all exceptional, but rather frequently to be found amongst the peasantry:
A more typical young man it would be difficult to find - typical in his aspirations,
typical in his extravagances, typical, nay conventional, even in his wildest
inconsequences, his most extravagant rhodomontades, paradoxical as that may seem to
one unused to such flowers of speech. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of Murdough
Blakes had talked just as big, and done just as little, strutted their hour in just the same
fashion over the self-same rocks, and felt themselves equally exceptionally fine young
fellows long before this one had come into existence. 159
What Murdough really enjoys is to talk and, increasingly, to drink, he is not particularly interested in
any kind of work, consistently with Mrs. Ward's comment on him as leading to empty arrogance and
inertia. While Grania is strongly connected to Inishmaan and the hard life and work it brings along for
her, never questioning it but accepting it and living it as it is, Murdough is equally strongly dissatisfied
with his native place. For him
'It is a very poor place, Inishmaan, for a young man and a man of spirit to be living in,
always, week-days and Sundays, fine days, rainy days, always the same. How is he to
show what is in him, at all, at all, and he always in the same place? It is, yes, my faith
and word, very hard on him, He might as well be one of these prickly things down
there that do take a year to crawl frolll one stone to another, so he might, every bit as
well, my faith and word!' 160
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Murdough regrets he speaks English only so little as it makes him feel ashamed when he
travels to Galway where the 'quality' would not speak a word of Irish. His aspirations are directed
towards the life as it is lived by the 'quality'. Thus he describes their way of living to Grania: 'Och!
but it is the quality that have the grand times, Grania O'Malley, and it is myself would have had the
grand times too if! had been born one ofthem, that I would, the grandest times of them all.'161 One of
the most important aspects of the life the 'quality' lead is that they ride horses, which is a fact much
appealing to Murdough's imagination.
Arrah my word! Just think how you'd feel sitting on the back of it, and it galloping
along the road, and everyone turning round to look at you. That's how the quality feel,
and that's how I'd feel if! had been born one of them, as I might have been and as I
ought to have been; for why not? Why should they have everything and we nothing? Is
that fair? God who is up there in heaven, He knows right well that it is not fair, so it is
not. 162
Obvously, the hidden comment of Lawless/the narrator seems to be, again patronizingly, that these
aspirations of the young peasant could not, by any chance, be based on any faculty or capacity on his
part and are, thus, ridiculous and to be mocked at.
Since Murdough cannot reach to his dreams of a different and better life he chooses the beaten
track of the majority of Irish men - drinking in the company of other idle men. This passtime occupies
increasingly most of his time, reaching the point when he starts disappearing from Inishmaan for
whole days. Grania is told by a neighbour that "he had been all this time drinking hard - nay, had been
seen by someone lying dead drunk in the Ballyvaughan street.,,163 Grania's reaction to hearing this
report is a sensaton of intense disgust:
Like most Irishwomen of her class - at all events till age, sympathy, possibly till mere
abounding patience and pity break them in - this was to her the sin of sins; the sin that
meant starvation, clamorous children, misery of all sorts, shame and the horrors of the
workhouse at no very remote future. 164
Thus, men such as Murdough can never achieve what they talk so boastfully about but, what is more,
they necessarily bring to misery all that are bound to them by family ties.
Boastful talk, ambitions and bright visions of future are what Maurice Brady in Hurrish shares
with Murdough Blake. Maurice is, however, more apt to succeed because he is intelligent, educated,
and above all active in his attempts to achieve something and to make his dreams come true. Besides,
he is also portrayed as belonging to a group of people sharing these characteristics, in this case a
generation:
Like every Irishman of the reigning generation, Maurice Brady cherished dreams of
ambition, - dreams, too, by no means destitute, as it seemed to him, of solid
foundations. If every recruit of the Grand Army carried a marshal's baton in his
knapsack, surely every Nationalist recruit, that can read, write, and spell, carries an
appointment in the coming Irish Republic somewhere or other about his personal
possessions. ( ... ) Maurice had taught himself shorthand in his leisure moments, and
had already done a certain amount of newspaper work. 165
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His ambitions are connected with the Nationalist struggles of his time, Maurice being by most of his
neighbours regarded as best fitted for such a career, being so intelligent and clever, all in all he is a
"promising youngster unquestionably.,,166 Maurice's view of himself is unquestionably positive; he is
self-confident and has no doubts of his own success. In a scene when he and Hurrish are standing at
the coast under the sun, he is sure about himself and his successful future:
[a]s the warm west wind sent its strong elixir through his veins, and breathed
encouraging promises into his ears, - promises big with coming realisation. It seemed
to him as if whole fleets of good things were being floated in from the West - the
Land of Promise - fleets of which "shmart young fellars" like himself would be the
captains, as by nature and reason they ought to be, ( ... ).167
Further, what Maurice shares with Murdough is his ability to speak - the power of "Celtic
eloquence,,168:
He was an orator by nature as well as by calculation, and he felt that this wind inspired
him. What a tide of eloquence, what illustrations, what denunciations, what
gorgeously decorated hopes and anticipations flooded his brains and rose to his lips as
he stood drinking in that warm west wind - very breath of Celtic eloquence. If he had
a crowd about him at that moment, he thought excitedly, begad, how he could have
spoken! How he could have thundered against the "enemy"; what "argiments" he
could have used - arguments, it need hardly be said, addressed exclusively to the
imagination, - so much larger and more interesting a field to work upon than any dull
plodding faculties which demand that the arguments addressed to them should be
proved, or, at any rate, provable. It really seemed a wicked waste of a magnificient
. 169
opportUl1lty.
Here, again, Lawless appears to be making an ironic comment on the aspirations of this young Irish
male and his actual ability to produce valid arguments. Bearing in mind that Maurice's aspirations are
also politically aiming at helping the 'national cause,' it is more than evident that Lawless's view of
what and whether at all might be achieved through activities of such Irishmen as Maurice is rather
sceptical.
Nevertheless, Maurice is very much sure of himself and of his superiority above others, above
all Hurrish and Alley Sheehan. Hurrish is in his eyes a primitive peasant, knowledgeable only of
farming and fishing. He considers him "stupid and narrow-minded,,170 and says to himself that "he was
not a bad creature in his way ( ... ) and had a very proper appreciation of those above him; but when he
came to talk of anything beyond his cows and potatoes - really it was laughable.,,171 Clearly, Hurrish's
'appreciation of those above him' is meant to signify his sincere interest in and support of Maurice and
everything he ever did.
Further on, the fact of Maurice's sense of superiority over others is enhanced by an account of
his "democratic convictions" which come forth when he meets with the young nephew of his landlord.
As they speak to each other it is clear that young Thomond O'Brien treats him with an air of
superiority from his position of an aristrocrat, which enrages proud Maurice: "it was unendurable to
him to see a fellow-creature who appeared to think himself better than another. In reality, however, it
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was rather that he was conscious of his democratic convictions not being quite so deep as they ought
to have been. The will was there, but the power, unfortunately, was wanting.,,172 This explains the
psychological moment that leads those who have known on themselves what it is to be treated
condescendingly, to behave equally patronizingly towards those whom they find of less dignity and
value.
Yet, Lawless goes even further by claiming again that this particular feature of Maurice, i.e.
his not being democratic, is characteristic of the Irish peasant. In her point of view
No Irishman - no Irishman born of peasant parents at any rate - is ever genuinely and
at heart a democrat. The whole theory is exotic - never has been, and never will be,
otherwise. Maurice Brady had done his utmost to assimilate it, but had failed, and the
struggle told upon his manner. Instead of that mixture of easy courtesy and selfrespect which becomes a polite citizen and an equal, it had alternations from
suppressed servility to open surliness. I73
Obviously, the consequent question that offers itself is how then the Irish can be almmg at
independence in a separate state through people such as Maurice Brady.
In a complete contrast to both Maurice Brady and Murdough Blake stands the absolutely
positively depicted figure of good-natured Hurrish O'Brien, the main hero around whom revolvs the
entire novel. Hurrish is "a broad-shouldered, loose-limbed, genial-faced giant, ( ... ), Irish in every
feature, look, and gesture, ( ... ) his expression open, good-humoured, irresolute, with a spice of native
fun and jollity about it."I74 He is a well-to-do man, with a good stock of cows and calves, his children
are strong and healthy and he is regarded by his neighbours as "one of the 'wannest' men between
Blackhead and the mouth of Shannon."I75 Although he is the strongest man round and round, he
despises violence which is a source of great regret to his mother Bridget. Hurrish is of the "oldfashioned, easy-going, jovial kind,,]76 and as such hates fighting ("except, of course, the open and
fisticuff variety" 177) and "dark deeds and dark secrets, and everything that savoured of unpleasantness
and treachery."I78
The figure of Hurrish does not lack the Celtic characterization; on the contrary he represents
the Celt as if in a summary of all the positive attributes usually assigned to it:
[hJis was the genuine Celtic temperament - poetic, excitable, emotionable,
unreasoning. Of the more brutal and cruel elements, which too often, alas! Streak and
disfigure that strain, he had hardly a trace. He was kindly to softness, and tenderhearted almost to womanliness. ( ... ) Hurrish had a vein of poetic excitability which
craved nourishment. Temperaments which, under happier cicumstances, might very
well have been the homes of a genuine fount of poetry, will often, for lack of better
aliment, feed upon the veriest garbage, and accept the most worthless of sawdustcakes for bread. The magnificient promises, the fiery denunciations, the windy turbid
patriotism of his favourite newspapers - by preference the contraband ones - were
such sawdust-cakes to him; he could stand and hear them read aloud by the hour,
without even requiring the additional stimulus of whisky. He was not quite, without
other imaginative provision, however. Like many a letterless Irish peasant, his mind
was stored with an endless stock of old songs and ballads, the sonorous lilt of which
charms even for those least in sympathy with them. I79
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In this quotation, a variety of themes of the aesthetic theories of Lawless's times is at work. Firstly,
again it is the Celt's spirituality, his inborn vein for poetry, for words, for the sounds of words.
Secondly, however strong and masculine Hurrish may be physically, he still remains gentle and
tender-hearted to the extent of being almost woman-like. Lastly, it is significant that the flattering
comment on the Celt's power of word and inclination to enjoy the "sonorous lilt" of poetry, songs or
ballads, is rather mocked at by the account of his delight at reading and hearing the "magnificient
promises and fiery denunciations" of his preferred patriotic newspapers, apparently suggesting that in
these instances the sound of such proclamations is much more vigorous than the actual power and final
effect of what they stand for.
Furthermore, Hurrish is not only a CeIt but also a devout Catholic. In the figure of Hurrish
both Catholicism and Celtic ism seem to mingle most conspicuously, corresponding thus to one of the
leading nationalist straines which aimed at creating the new Irish nation on the basis of the Celtic, and
at the same time, Catholic Ireland.
To Hurrish, life in general - past, present, and future - was all part of an abounding
mystery, which might be understood perhaps by Father Denahy, or other competent
authorities, but into which he himself never dreamt of probing. He was a devout
Catholic, and had a tolerably clear conception of a penal region in which unconverted
Protestants and other enemies of Ireland would form the principal portion of the
population. As for those more cheerful realms to which he would wish to be himself
translated, they were to a great extent confused and mixed up with traditions of the
O'Brasil, Tir-nan-oge, and other paradises of departed Celtic heroes, which he
constantly scanned the Atlantic in hopes of catching a glimpse of, and in whose reality
he believed very nearly as emphatically. 180
Clearly, the Celtic beliefs and superstitions were seen by Lawless as surviving strongly in the
mentality of the peasantry, coexisting with particularly strong devoutness to the Catholic religion, as
has been seen in various extents and various shades in the figures of Ho nor, Alley, Grania and Hurrish.
The most prominent chaaracteristics of Hurrish is his good-heartedness with which he loves
everybody who is near to him, equally his children, Alley, Maurice and even his beasts - it is because
of "that natural liking of a warm-hearted man for anything living that he calls his own." 181 His general
kindliness, however, is, startlingly, directed even to those whom he would be supposed only to despise
and hate - the landlords and it is a source of incredulous scandal among his peers. Lawless describes it
as
a sort of sneaking regard, an acknowledged kindliness with which in his heart of hearts
he regarded the "ould stock," - the time-out-of-mind landlords, men as much part of
the country they lived in as its rocks, rivers, magpies, or buttercups. For the newcomer, the man of yesterday, of the Encumbered Estates Court - every one who could,
rightly or wrongly, be ticketed by the detested word "land grabber" - his scorn was
unmeasured, and his conscience void of reproach. But for the "ould stock," - the
aboriginal landlord so to speak, - the Fitzgeralds, the O'KeIly's, the Macmahons, his
own O'Brien's of Clare - over these and such as these his heart secretly yearned as a
brother over erring brothers. 182
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But what is more, this general sentiment of Hurrish "was strengthened by a personal one, for there was
a member of this degenerate race for whom Hurrished cherished a strong feeling of personal regard,
nay affection, and that one - crowning shame and scandal to relate - was no other than his own
landlord!,,183 This admiration dates back to Hurrish's adolescens when he occasionally served the
landlord as a henchman, and since Hurrish's "was a nature that did not readily drop any habit of
kindness it had once formed,,,184 his attitude to his landlord remained that of fidelity and admiration
even in the times when every other peasant was fighting indiscriminatingly against the landlords as a
whole class of enemies.
In a conclusion, it follows that the peasant characters of both Hurrish and Grania represent an
attempt to create a vivid picture of the Irish peasantry, aware of and sympathetic to the hardships of
their everyday lives, appreciating qualities such as spirituality, power of imagination, yet remaining, in
accordance with Matthew Arnold's theories, sceptical about these qualities being sufficient and
adequate for an independent national state. Lawless's portraits of Murdough and Maurice stand out as
impressively critical and negative, described from a strongly pre-feminist point of view. This last point
is further enhanced by the emphasis and passion with which the figure of Grania O'Malley is brought
to light. The fact that she shares her name with the sixteenth-century pirate queen Grace, or Grania
O'MaIley, only additionally stresses her construction as a strong and independent woman. 185
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4.2

LANDSCAPE

The landscape in both Lawless's novels performs a double function. Firstly, it is engaged in
the characterization of the novels' protagonists and secondly, it is used in the examination of the Irish
identity. This chapter focuses only on the first function; the latter is to be further explored in the last
chapter on Irish identity as defined in the two novels.
In regard to the characters of both Grania and Hurrish, Lawless's landscapes possess very
specific characteristics and the power to influence and to reflect human behaviour,186 as well as the
lives and destinies of the people. That landscape is crucial for both the plot and the theme in Rurrish is
clear from the fact that the opening three pages of the novel describe in much detail the landscape in
which it is set. The Burren is described as a wild region of grey rocky hills suggestive of the hard life
that its inhabitants must necessarily live there. These characteristics are assigned to the place in their
absolute, rather than comparative value.
Wilder regions there are few to be found, even in the wildest west of Ireland, than that
portion of north Clare known to its inhabitants as "The Burren." Seen from the
Atlantic, which washes its western base, it presents to the eye a succession of low
hills, singularly grey in tone, ( ... ). But these Burren hills are literally not clothed at all.
They are startlingly. r may say scandalously. naked. From their base up to the battered
turret of rock which serves as a summit, not a patch, not a streak, not an indication
even, of green is often to be found in the whole extent. On others a thin sprinkling of
grass struggles upward for a few hundred feet, and in valleys and hollows, where the
washings of the rocks have accumulated, a grass grows, famous all over cattle-feeding
Ireland for its powers of fattening. So, too, in the long vertical rifts or fissures which
everywhere cross and recross its surface, maiden-hair ferns and small tender-petalled
flowers unfurl, out of reach of the cruel blasts. These do not, however, affect the
general impression, which is that of nakedness personified - not comparative, but
absolute. The rocks are not scattered over the surface, as in other stony tracts, but the
whole surface is rock. They are not hills, infact, but skeletons - rain-worn, time-worn,
wind-worn, - starvation made visible, and embodied in a landscape. m
As Hansson puts it, the landscape both causes and reflects the circumstances in which the inhabitants
of the region live - "hence the Land War conflict that is the main theme of the novel does not only
have an abstract political basis, but is fuelled by the physical nature of the land.,,188
But despite the land's inherent inhospitability characters like Hurrish are unshakeably bound to it.
Hurrish belongs to the "ruder type of peasant-farmer, whose union with the actual piece of soil he
cultivates - or does not cultivate - amounts to a partnership; a vital union, like that of the grass and
potatoes. C... ) [tJhe ground he had been born on - that hardless, thankless, rock-bound ground - was
the object of his sentimental worship.,,189
Equally bound to the Burren is Alley Sheehan whose spirituality is reflected even in the way
she perceives the landscape. The wild region
had wound itself round her heart, as the first environment it has known does wind
round a young impressionable nature, especially in one of her race. The little dells
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where the grass grew thick and rich; the wells full of offerings to their respective
saints; the rifts into which she could plunge her hands, and bring them up filled with
flowers; the isles of Aran opposite, where the saints used to live, and at which she
looked in consequence with such reverence; the wild clearness of the sea, and great
environing arch of sky - Hurrish' s face which seemed a part of it all. 190
Despite Alley's general delicacy her body is adapted to the harshness of the land so that "her small
shapely brown feet could tramp unwearily a long summer's day over the stones.,,191
Applicable probably to most the inhabitants of the Burren could be the following passage that
describes Alley's feeling when coming home after the exciting and unnerving trial ofHurrish in Ennis:
Though it was nearly pitch-dark, she could distinguish the wet grey limestone of the
Burren. She could see that flat tombstone-like platforms stretching in all directions,
with huge boulders rising here and there like headstones. Her eye followed delightedly
the crooked contortions of a fissure, as it sprawled its ugly length through the rocks,
like some fragment of sea-shore, which, not content with keeping its proper place, had
stretched inland over the entire country. To a stranger, nothing could possibly have
been more grimly unattractive; to Alley it was home, peace, shelter. No more repellent
to her imagination than the native uncouthness of some kind familiar face it has
known from babyhood is repellent to the imagination of a little child. l92
Thus, in Hurrish, the relationship between the physical environment and its people is portrayed as a
symbiotic one; furthermore the rather severe climate of the Burren and the physical environment
determine the plot sometimes as if moving it forward, and greatly influence the outcome of the story.
Hedi Hansson even claims that "these external circumstances parallel the hot temper and rash actions
of the people, so that, for example, the episode where Hurrish kills the land-grabber Mat Brady is
immediately followed by a change in the weather.,,193
In Grania, the landscape of the Aran Islands is as if juxtaposed to that of the Burren,
suggesting thus, the similar inhospitability and hardness it offers to those who dwell upon them.
[tJhese islands, like their opposite neighbour, the Burren of Clare, are rock not
partially, but absolutely. Over the entire surface, save the sands upon the shore and the
detritus that accumulates in the crannies, there is no earth whatsoever, save what has
bee artificially created, and even this is for the most part but a few inches deep. The
194
consequence is, that a droughty season is the worst of all seasons for the Aranite.
More significantly, however, in the second Lawless's novel about the West of Ireland, the
relationship of its eponymous protagonist with the island of Inishmaan is that of absolute
identification:
To her Inishmaan was much more than home, much more than a place she lived in, it
was practically the world, and she wished for no bigger, hardly any more prosperous,
one. It was not merely her own little holding and cabin, but every inch of it that was in
a peculiar sense hers. It belonged to her as the rock on which it has been born belongs
to the young seamew. She had grown to it, and it had grown to her. She was a part of
. an d .It was a part 0 fl1er. 195
It,
Moreover, Grania reflects her belonging to the island in another important aspect, that of being a
stranger in the very community of Inishmaan, partly because her mother was a "Foreigner" from the
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mainland and partly because of her own transcending of the established norms and values of the island
society. She is perceived as a stranger by most of her neighbours and can thus be described as an
'island' among them:
If all humans are themselves islands, as the poet has suggested, then this tall, redpetlicoated, fiercely handsome girl was decidedly a very isolated, and rather craggy
and unapproachable, sort of island. In her neigbours' eyes she was a 'Foreigner,' just
as her mother had been a foreigner before her, and there was much shaking of heads
and lifting of hands amongst the matrons of Inishmaan whenever her name was
mentioned. 196
The identification of Grania with the island and her symbiotic coexistence with the physical
environment is further stressed, for instance, by the scene when she is standing on top of a cliff in a
state of complete desolation, desperate and hesitating how to resolve her dissatisfYing relationship
with Murdough:
Grania stood for a moment on the edge ofthe cliff, staring down at it; her black brows
almost meeting in the intensity of her gaze, her arms locked one over the other on her
chest, her face working. Suddenly she turned with a gesture of impatience, and looked
away from it towards the other side, the side where there was no villa, and where there
was nothing to be seen, nothing, that is, but the sea and the bare sea-washed sheets of
limestone. Ledge above ledge, layer above layer, these last rose; straight, horizontal,
clean cut as if laid by some builder's hands, a mass of crude, uncompromising
masonry. Under that heavy, lowering sky it was about as cold and as menacing a
prospect as could well be imagined - a prospect, too, that had a suggestion somehow
about it of cruelty. 'Look well at me,' it seemed to say, 'you have only to choose. Life
up there on those stones! death down here upon these - there, you see, where the surf
is licking mussels! Choose - choose - carefully take your time - only choose!' 197
Not only the island and its stony landscape but also the sea is Grania's very element. The wildness and
roughness of both these elements of nature reflect themselves in Grania's own fierceness and her
almost mystical communion with them. The above described scenery suggests, however, also the
inexistence of any alternative for a personality of such strength as Grania'a and the inevitability of her
tragic death. Unable to adapt herself in the face of a desolate environment and patriarchal, changedefiant culture, too strong and independent to be able to live the hopeless life on the island, Grania is
overwhelmed by all that surrounds her and her death, thus, appears to be a natural ending "in both
climatic and cultural terms.,,198
A completely negative identification with the natural environment of Inishmaan is, in Grania,
represented by the starving family of the Dalys. Hunger-stricken wife and children of the island's thief
and Murdough's drinking comrade, Shan Daly, do often come to 'beg' for food to Grania and Honor.
Once they are already waiting for them at the cabin door and are described as practically merging with
the surrounding greyness of stones, so desolate, unhealthy, almost dead while still alive, this starving
family seems to be: "Seen in the twilight made by the big rock you might have taken the whole group
for some sort of earth or rock emanation, rather than for things of living flesh and blood, so grey were
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they, so wan, so much the same colour, so much apparently the same texture as what they leaned
against. ,,199
The landscape in both Lawless's peasant novels plays an active role not only in shaping of the
plot and determining the outcome of the stories, but also significantly influences the way the novels'
characters are constructed. For Lawless, the landscape, thus, becomes a living witness of the history,
of human lives lived on it, at the same time becoming their reflection and determining them by its own
characteristics and the sort of life it allows them to lead.
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4.3

LOVE?

In both Lawless's novels a more or less significant part of the story is a love relationship
between two young people who are in both cases engaged and soon to be married. In neither it is
however a true love-story. Romantic love is in both stories portrayed so pessimistically, and so is the
treatment of the young Irish women by the young Irish men, that its possibility is completely doubted,
or rather denied. The relationships between men and women, as described in Lawless's novels, are not
romantic at all - they are rather accounts about men owning women as property is owned and about
the women's hard work. As was remarked on another Irish woman writer of the same period, Lady
Gregory, when she observed the world around her, she saw "the world of the 'loveless Irishman,' the
peasant society which relegated women to serfdom, the middle-class intellectual society which left
them only the donkey work. ,,200
Lawless's novel Grania could be the best representative of this quote. Iindeed, what is
suggested in this quotation is basicly the background on which Lawless's novel is constructed. Yet,
her heroine is exceptional in that she is particularly strong and wild in her nature. Her virtues are
"honesty, strength, courage, love of the direct human kind, pity for the weak" but lacking of (as
opposed to her sister Honor) "faith, meekness, holiness, patience".z°l Grania's strength is not only
physical in that she manages on her own to do all the work that in other families is done by men: "She
could dig, she could chop, she could carry, she could use her muscles in every sort of outdoor labour
as a man uses his, and, moreover, could find a joy in it all.,,202 It is also economic, as she is the best
off of the whole island.
Murdough's view of Grania, h is bride, is very simple and not at all romantic. She is the most
suitable for him because she is immensely strong and because she is well off: "A wife that would work
for you - not spasmodically, but from morning till night - a wife that would take all trouble off your
hands; a wife that actually liked working! - could a brilliant young man with a marked talent for
sociability desire anything better?,,203 He is equally convinced that Grania would be doing extremely
well for herself in marrying him though "it would have been difficult to show any particular grounds
for the conviction.,,204 Thus when Grania and Murdough see each other, the scene is almost always the
same - Grania is busy working while Murdough sits down to watch her and to talk, sometimes
flattering her by some remark on her strength.
Yet, more importantly, Grania has lately been aware of a vague feeling of expectation and
excitement every time she is to see Murdough, even though she would not be able to explain this
feeling. Moreover, her expectations have increasingly often resulted in disappointment. All in all, she
has often felt strangely irritated after spending some time with Murdough. His big talk, for example,
has of late left her colder than when they were younger. Now, his aspirations make her feel
uncomfortable and cross:
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All this talk about money and fine horses, and the quality, and what he would have
done if he himself had been one of the quality was a mere fairy tale, and moreover, a
very tiresome fairy tale to her. There was nothing about it that she could attach any
idea to; nothing which seemed to have any connection with themselves, or their own
life present or future?05
Grania starts to feel more and more uneasy about her relationship with Murdough. She loves him, yet
she starts to realize his attitude to her is different. Her vague expectations and dissatisfactions might
reveal her longing for a fulfillment of her relationship with Murdough and also her painful realization
of the difference of Murdough' s nature. As for some kind of physical contact between the two young
people, we learn that in this respect they are restricted by the unwritten rules of the community to
which they belong. These rules strictly ban any demonstration of emotions:
True, she and Murdough were betrothed - might be said to be as good as married - but
what then? Even if they had been married; married a hundred times, convention
stronger than anything else, the iron convention of their class, would have forbidden
anything like open demonstrativeness from him to her, stilI more therefore from her to
him. She knew this; knew it without arguing or thinking about it; would not have
dreamt of questioning it; could not, in fact, have done so, for it was ground into the
very marrow of her bones, was a part of the heritage, not of her race alone, but of her
own particular half of that race. 206
Nevertheless, the only source of happiness for Grania in concern to her relationship with Murdough
springs from the only sunny day of the novel, on which the two of them are fishing together and kiss
for the first time. The quotation used above therefore results as quite ambiguous because the one and
only kiss means for her a beginning of a very short, yet a very happy period of time.
Indeed, Murdough's typically male aspirations begin to play a more and more important role
in the story and in Grania's development. Firstly, it is his constant need of money and an increasing
number of his requests of loans from her. Secondly, it is the question of 'male bonding', his banding
together with other lazy men and finally, the fact that he drinks. Grania's patience reaches its
maximum point when Murdough leaves her on her own on a fair in Galway after having promissed he
would help her there. Instead, he follows his friends. Grania runs away from the fair and while waiting
on the shore for the men to come back, she goes through a revolutionary experience. After helping a
sick-looking woman with a pail of water, she enters the woman's cabin and there she witnesses the
following domestic scene:
A heavy, steltorous breathing coming from a distant corner next attracted Grania's
attention, and, looking closely, she could just distinguish a man lying there at full
length. A glance showed that he was dead drunk, too drunk to move, though not too
drunk, as presently became apparent, to maunder out a string of incoherent abuse,
which he directed at his wife without pause, meaning, or intermission,as she moved
about the cabin.207
Grania reacts violently, she has to run from the cabin, so strong is in her the feeling of hopelessness. It
is a moment of epiphany for her after which she begins to ask herself why should people marry at all,
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why should they live like this and above all, why should they bring more wretched creatures to this
world? For a moment, but still very clearly, she sees herself and Murdough in that wretched couple.
From the point of view of love and man-woman relationship this is the climax both of the
novel and of the process of Grania's emotional maturing. After the scene on the shore, she and
Murdough have a serious quarrel about money and after that do not see each other for a longer time. In
the meantime, both of them ruminate about their relationship: Grania decides to give Murdough up, to
cancel their future marriage but soon after realizes she cannot imagine her life without him. Even
Murdough is, in a way, touched by their argument but in no sentimental way. It is rather his vanity that
makes him feel uncomfortable and that pushes him to go and search for Grania. The girl is, in turn,
altogether disarmed by his behaviour and first thing what she does is to give him the money he
wanted. Thus, symbolically, Grania yields up to Murdough.
Indeed, there seems to be no way of escape for her. Murdough and similar types will not
change. Nor will the rules governing her society. Grania's tragical perishing in the sea during her
attempt to reach Inishmore to bring a priest to her dying sister appears to be the only possible solution
of the story. Throughout the book Grania is seen as closely connected to nature and only in nature she
can be completely free. Thus by dying in the sea, she makes her escape and becomes united with her
very element. In the end Murdough betrays her once more when he is too cowardly to accompany her
in the fog to Inishmore. Symbolically and significantly, it is Shan Daly, one of his drinking comrades,
who stops him from following Grania in a moment of hesitation. Thus, the 'male bonding' gets the
better of any romantic bond between man and woman.
In Hurrish, the relationship between Maurice Brady and Alley Sheehan is slightly different in
that it is rather Maurice who is apparently more interested in marrying Alley, the girl being portrayed
as too nun-like to be really able of or suited for earthly love. But Maurice's motivations are not
romantic at all. Maurice's affection for Alley is "a very gracious and condescending sort of
affection,,,208 yet he is "in love, however - more in love, perhaps, than he was himself - aware - and
the obstacles recently set in the path of his passion had tended to make him more consciously
determined to preserve with it than he had felt previously.,,209 In fact, he has been recently banned
from the cottage by old Bridget, who hates him because he is the brother of Mat Brady, and so he
could not come to see Alley as often as in the past. When finally Hurrish helps arrange their meeting,
its setting is the cottage with Alley, typically, working in the house and Marry sitting himself,
observing her:
He was thinking of a much prettier subject, - namely, of Ally Sheehan's arms. ( ... )
They were unusually delicately shaped hands, though as brown almost as if dipped in
walnut juice. Higher up, however, where her faded cotton sleeve had been pushed for
the convenience of sweeping, a space of arm immediately below the elbow - a space
not usually exposed to the sun and wind - was left visible, and no white rosebud petal
could well have boasted a pettier colour. The young man fixed his eyes upon it with an
air of approval. 2IO
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In a different point of the novel, however, we learn that it is not at all typical nor probable for an
Irishman to be interested in a woman's beauty. It is one of Lawless's comments on "national
peculiarities,,211 that informs us that
despite his susceptibleness in other directions, it really did seem as if Hurrish, like so
many of his type, hardly new whether a woman was handsome or the reverse. To be
strong and active, to have a 'clane skin,' - these he recognised as important points, but
beyond these his perceptions rarely strayed. He had never dreamt of being 'in love'
with his own poor Molly Sheehan, though they had been the happiest couples ... 212
Whether then Maurice Brady is to be considered an exceptional man among the Irish men because of
his genuine interest in the girl's beauty remains open, it is nevertheless made clear that his love for her
is very much based on his condescending attitude to her, springing from the fact that in general he
considers himself to be superior to most of his peers. He thinks to himself that by marrying her, he will
"bring her up to his own level - make a 'lady' of her. What stronger proof of affection could any man
give than that?,,213 The only scene of his courting her in the novel is very much eloquent of this
attitude to Alley and also of his own ambitions:
"Some of these days see if! don't bring you adress, a real silk one, Alley," he said, in
a tone of lordly decision, - "a light gren, perhaps, or maybe one of those fashionable
reds. Dress you as you should be dressed and you'd take the shine out of half the
ladies that come to Miltown-Malbay, or Kilkee either, that you would!"
Alley blushed a little and held her head down, pleased, but shy. Though he was her
lover, Maurice was not usually prodigal of compliments.
"An' what ud Tdo 't all in a silk dress, Morry, dear," she said ( ... ).
"Do?" Maurice grew quite excited at the thought. "Begad, and there's plenty of things
you'd do! Look like a lady, born and bred, - as I mean my wife to look, I can tell you;
wear shoes and stockings every day of your life, - the best to be had, - and gloves too,
and a hat or bonnet, with a veil, of course, when you went out in the sun. ( ... ) and
you'd walk along beside of me, picking your steps carefully and pointing your toes so,
and when the fellars looked at you admiring like - as dozens would - you'd just look
over their heads, or to one side, so - as much as to say that you wasn't aware they
were in it at all!"214
Later in this scene he actually even gives her the reason of his being fond of her. It is because of her
good looks and because he thinks she could beat all the ladies he has ever seen if she only had a
chance. He also stresses that it's obviously not for money he chose her: "Sure, if 'twas money, or that
sort of thing T was thinking of, 't wouldn't be yourself I'd look at, when you haven't a ha'porth C.•• )
But you've looks, and that's better.,,215
In a way, Alley could be said to be more fortunate with comparison to Grania O'Malley who
never receives a compliment from Murdough but that on her physical strength. But just as Grania,
Alley is bound to the place where she lives and when Maurice suggests that the better life he dreams
of for both of them is to be in Limerick, or Dublin, she is terrified and unconsciously offends him by
expressing her horror at leaving entirely and not seeing Hurrish anymore. F ollowingly, Alley feels that
"the gulf of inferiority which separated her from her brilliant lover did indeed seem to her so wide as
to be almost impassable. It freightened her, and made her wonder whether he could really wish to
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marry her.,,216 This moment of Alley's realization is the first evidence of the girl's doubts if what she
feels towards her childhood companion is love on her side at all.
The way Alley is portrayed by Lawless is to a certain extent problematic. She tends to
exaggerate the characterization of the figures in this novel. In some moments it is for instance
incredible that Alley should be so simple and ignorant as to having "never put it to herself whether she
loved Maurice enough to marry him, for that was not the form which her reflection took.,,217
Nonetheless, similarly to Grania, she slowly starts to realize that the relationship is not satisfying for
her in some way. Her feelings about Morry and their relationship are the following:
She did ask herself what would become of her if she went on being so dreadfully
afraid of him as she had lately been. When he had informed her that he intended to
make her his wife, she had simply been pleased without thinking much about it; she
had been only sixteen at the time, and young even for that not very advanced age. That
was two years ago, however, and two years had taught her a good deal. She was not
given to introspection - that, happily, not being one of the vices of the class to which
she belonged; but non the less she had a feeling that it would not be well for her and
Maurice to marry. She admired him, wondered at him, was proud of him, but in her
heal1 of hearts she was aware that she shrank from his approach. Fear C... ) is the worst
probably of sensations, and it was one that she never could entirely get over with him.
He was so authoritative, so hard, so clear, decided in all his notions. m
Thus, Alley feels estranged from her 'lover,' feels probably that there is no common ground for the
two of them. It is rather startling that she does so even though she is not "given to introspection" in
consequence to her belonging to the class to which she does, and even though her simplicity does not
allow her to put to herself the question whether she loves Maurice "enough to marry him." Moments
such as this, in fact, prove to be a weak side of the novel - Lawless appears to contradict herself on a
couple of lines and definitely exaggerates certain aspects of her characters.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Alley Sheehan is bound to her 'simple' life of a peasant
girl and that she feels threatened by the prospect of the new life promissed by Morry:
Maurice's life, plans, objects, ambitions, and future, were all alike utterly unrealisable
to her imagination. She had a feeling that in marrying him she embarked upon a new
life, one for which her previous one had by no means fitted her, - that many things
might be required of her that she did not feel able to respond to, and from which she
shrank back as a child shrinks from an unknown brink. She had no ambition - not
even for fine clothes; she liked what she knew, and what she felt herself capable of
· 219
un d erstan d mg.
Furthermore, as the novel's story develops in its tragic course, it becomes clear that Maurice's
seemingly well-meant aim of elevating Alley from the misery of her current life into a better one of a
'lady' would only be possible at the cost of the girl's absolute obedience to him. In fact, in the moment
of Alley's revelation to him that it was Hurrish who killed Mat, he insists on her to tell him everything
she knows by entreating her with the words: "Do what I tell you this instant: aren't I going to be yer
husband? Do ye dar disobey me?,,220
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Even though in the first heat of his fury against Hurrish he decided for himself that everything
between the two of them was at an end because he would not bear it to be married to someone who
would remind him night and day of the murder of his brother, later it proves easier to make up his
mind to cast her off than actually to do so. Then, with the loss of power over his contemporaries after
he denounced Hurrish as the assassin, he becomes overwhelmed by a growing need and longing to see
Alley.
He longed, as he had never longed before, to find himself beside her - to be soothed
by her gentle voice, to look into the mild light of her great grey eyes. In the first
maddening smart of newly wounded egotism some such tender, unexacting affection a soft tone to soothe, a pair of admiring eyes in which he still stands as the chief of
heroes - is to a man of Maurice Brady's temperament not merely a want, but an
.
. 27]
abso 1ute cravmg necessIty. Not for a single moment does he take into consideration that Alley should reject him, his patronizing
superiority is not shaken at all. He thinks how "happy it would make her to know that all was still right
between them! That whatever else happened she would always have a protector - a kind, generous,
affectionate protector in him!,,222
Finally, when they meet Maurice's plan is to overawe Alley in the first moment to make her
obey his directions and then to "reward her by suddenly relaxing into greater tenderness.,,223 It is rather
inconceivable for him to suppose that Alley had ceased to admire him, to love him and to look with
pride to the thought of becoming his wife. He is therefore terribly surprised by her not understanding
for what reason she should be dwelling any longer in the house of a murderer and by her claiming that
she would always stay there whatever Hurrish might do or have done. Maurice takes her attitude as a
rebellion to her due obediance to him: "that Alley should also have espoused that side of the quarrel
had not even occurred to him. She was his property, not Hurrish's; what he did, she must think right;
what he thought, she must think also; were they not all but man and wife?,,224
Consequently, Maurice threatens Alley that if this is her standpoint then it is the end between
the two of them, to which to his even greater surprise Alley responds that it would then be better so. A
little pathetically, Lawless remarks that "in Maurice Brady's despite, Alley, as it happened, was
looking especially lovely that day.,,225 The effect of this fact being, as follows, that of rage, jealousy
and desire mixing together and bearing down upon Maurice and were it not for the purity which is
innate to the Irish in these relations, he might have "strained her to his breast in jealous revenge and
passion rather than love.,,226 His brutality not being given way physically is however directed at Alley
verbally:
"I'd kill you this minute as you stand there, and leave you dead upon the grass at my
feet. Why shouldn't I? What's to hinder me? You aren'tfit to live. D'ye hear what I
say - not fit to live. You're a wicked girl - a bad, heartless, wicked girl! A girl who
goes back of her word isn't fit to live. Aren't you all one and the same thing as my
wife, and a wife that turns against her husband is a disgrace to the earth, and will go to
heJl when she dies! Ask your priest else. COo') A girl that no one else would ha' looked
at! A girl without a shoe to her foot, or a penny to her fortun', or laming, or manners,
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or a thing! A girl that was nothing nor a drudge; living on charity - and what charity?
- bits, and scraps, and dirty ends of things, that nobody else, not the pigs, would touch,
and batings with that! And I that was ready to make her me wife, and a lady, and give
her the best of eating, and drinking, and clothes, and everything. And what do I get?
Nothing, but ingratitude - black, wicked, heartless, grovelling ingratitude."
Maurice's wounded vanity and selfishness lead him to completely destroy Alley by this speech. As a
result of it, she sinks in the grass stupefied by utter misery, and is left in this state by him.
Maurice as well as Murdough in Crania are, for Lawless, typical boastful Irishmen for whom
'love' means only exploitation of women for their own private, personal purposes and interests. Be it,
as we have seen in Grania, Murdough's egotism in abusing Grania for money and hard work, or in
Maurice's case, in Hurrish, the misuse of Alley as a mere projection for his own ambitions and
feelings, never taking into consideration what she feels and whether she, as a matter of fact, feels what
he expects her to. Love in this context appears to be impossible, or even inexistent. The peasant world
presented in the novels is one in which women live and work in the extreme poverty while men try to
forget about the conditions in which they live by taking refuge in the society of other men, drinking, or
in boasting about their ambitions, in all cases creating their own self-centered world in which there is
no place for their wives and families, let alone love.
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4.4

IRISH IDENTITY

As outlined previously, the most important issue of Lawless's days was that of a search by
various nationalist movements of a definition of Irish identity to be laid as a foundation stone of the
newly rising nation and possibly of a new independent nation-state. Summarized briefly, it could be
claimed that there were Protestants supporting this struggle for independence, and there were
Protestants, such as Lawless, who saw the issue of Home Rule as nonsense that would not solve
anything. Nevertheless, the world of peasants in Ireland that Lawless creates in her two novels is an
attempt to convey the present conditions in a fair way, showing equal sympathy to both the peasant
and the landlord in Hurrish, and problematizing the issues of identity on several levels in Grania. The
fact that Lawless apparently does not reach any unambiguous solution neither for herself personally
nor for her own class only confirms how complex the issue was in its time and moreover offers an
interesting point of view from which to look at similar attempts of her contemporaries.
The issue of identity as represented in Lawless has been explored by Heidi Hansson in terms
of the issue of land and landscape in both HUrl-ish and Grania.227 Hansson claims that since women
(Ascendancy women) were rarely holders of land they could not define their Irishness in terms of
ownership of land and thus had to "re-imagine the country to justifY their continued existence in
Ireland. ,,228 Lawless, she argues, did so by defining Ireland as "an interspace where normal categories
do not apply and rational explanations do not suffice.,,229 She describes Ireland as indefinable,
unknowable and therefore uncontrollable which Hansson sees as a "response to the categorical
definitions of people and places that informed nationalist and unionist thought alike.,,230 Ireland is
different and cannot be accommodated within the established categories, or within "a binary system of
classification.,,231 Such definitons seem to be well at work also with regard to the status of Lawless as
an Anglo-Irish lady and of the whole of the Protestant Ascendancy within Ireland.
Seen in this light, the Land War conflict cannot be perceived by Lawless as a clear contest
between two clearly defined parties. In Hurrish, speaking of Hurrish's 'favourite' landlord Major
Pierce 0 'Brien, she describes the situation in this way:
Poor Major Pierce! Poor tenants! Shall we - ought we not perhaps in fairness - add
poor "Government" that had to interpose between the two? What a hopeless dead-lock
it all was! What a dismal concatenation of blunders, misrepresentations, prejudices prejudices from above, and prejudices from below - prejudices which would have
been laughable but that they were so deplorably tragic! In the eyes of the people about
Donore - all, that is, but a few personal retainers - this poor, good-natured, welImeaning, utterly puzzled and half heart-broken man appeared in the light of an ogre, a sort of blood-sucking, land-grabbing, body-and-soul-destroying monster - who
devoured widows' substances, and snatched the bread from the starving lips of
orphans !232
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In this way, Lawless tries to support the point of view of the landlord just as weII as that of the peasant
tenant. From a modern perspective and evaluation of the historical events, it may be affirmed that such
a 'fair' standpoint was more than correct. In fact, it was pointed out previously, in the chapter on the
forms of nationalism, that historical facts confirm that the landlord-tenant situation was not so clearly
defined and that the landlords themselves had serious financial problems on their estates. The binary
opposition is fUlther blurred by Lawless's depicting
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O'Brien as a nationalist as fervent as

HUfrish or any other peasant:
The sense of country is a very odd possession, and in no part of the world is it odder
than in Ireland. Soldier, landlord, Protestant, very Tory of Tories as he was, Pierce
O'Brien was at heart as out-and-out an Irishman - nay, in a literal sense of the word, a
Nationalist - as any frieze-coated Hurrish ofthem all.233
Because the Land War is underway Pierce O'Brien's life is apparently threatened because the Land
Leaguers' agitations are directed to all landlords indiscriminatingly, regardless of the fact that some of
them, like O'Brien, might have been treating the tenants fairly. Although Mr O'Brien gains a
momentary popularity after he refuses to believe in Hurrish's guilt and to give consent to his arrest, in
the next outbreak of Land League violence all this is forgotten and he has "his full share of these
troubles:"
No rent had been paid, of course; but that was merely a preliminary. Threatening
letters had again begun to form an ordinary item of the morning's post-bag. The
momentary popularity which he had won by his defence of Hurrish had flickered and
died. That, it was felt, was after all only an isolated case, whereas his misdeeds were
perennial and untermittent: he asked for rent; he professed his determination to have it;
he declared that he could not exist without it. 234
The Irish tenant is, thus, portrayed as an ungrateful creature, threatening life of a righteous landlord
who only acts as his rights allow him and as follows from the logic of land ownership. Yet, the line
dividing the fighting parties is again disrupted by Hun'ish's keeping his good relationship with the
landlord, alone among the tenants of the estate. This, in his case is allowed, by the community because
of the general feeling that "he had done his part, and might be allowed to rest upon his laurels.,,235
Still, another different point of view is offered in the figure of O'Brien's young nephew
Thomond who possesses "a cargo of ideas of a truly distressingly antiquated description.,,236 These
Thomond's ideas concern again the issue of land but this time in terms of the relationship landlords English institutions: "The Government! What business, I should like to know, has the Government to
interfere with our people?,,237 In his view, the Land War would be immediately resolved if "Irish
country gentlemen - those of the old stock, particularly - would only put their feet down resolutely,
encourage the decent fellows, drive all the agitators into the sea, and bid the English Government mind
its own affairs and leave the management of Ireland to them everything, C... ), would go as it ought to
do.,,238 Lawless's comment on these ideas being antiquated could have been uttered by both the Land
Leaguers, who would argue that it was high time for the tenants to get hold of the land and no
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opportunity for the old order of things to remain valid, and from the Protestant landholders, who might
be turning to the English government for a solution of this stinging issue.
Through these descriptions of the Land issue, Lawless points out that there is no simple
description of the conditions in Ireland, both the country and its people constantly escape any attempt
at a definite definition.
Exactly the same applies in Grania, where no political issues serve as background but it is the
islands themselves as geographical entities and as part of a region to create the backdrop against which
identity is examined.
Firstly, it is personal identity of Grania that is explored in the novel. As was already described,
Grania is closely associated with Inishmaan to the extent of the two entities blurring, one becoming
part of the other and viceversa. Nonetheless, Grania is also strongly perceived by the rest of the
community as a "Foreigner," 239 daughter of a mother "from the Continent.,,24o And, thus, it is made
clear that the West of Ireland is not a compact, united region but that it is rather fractured,
problematizing consequently the nationalist idea of the West as repository ofthe true Irishness.
Throughout the novel, the difference between the Aranites and the mainlanders is stressed
from the point of view of the islanders, especially with regard to Grania's and her mother's not being
'native.' This standpoint is further developed in the following scene when the Aranites set out for the
fair in Galway:
The group of Aranites tramped rapidly along in their cow's skin pampooties, their
tongues keeping pace with their legs. In their homemade flannel clothes and queer
shoes, with their quick, alert, yet shuffling tread, they formed a marked contrast to the
ordinary peasants of the mainland, most of whom stopped short on encountering them,
and a brisk interchange of guttural salutations took place. 241
Not only do the Aranites see themselves different from the mainland but also the narrator constructs
them as such. For Grania and her personal identity, it is significant that the novel both begins and ends
in between Tnishmaan and the mainland Ireland. It stresses the 'unrootedness' of her identity and
offers a proof ofHeidi Hansson's theory of interspace as Lawless's solution of the identity issues.
Another important aspect of Grania's status is the fact that she is placed above the other
islanders because she is the richest inhabitant of Inishmaan, constituting consequently a one-member
aristocratic class. In consequence, Hansson suggests a reading of the novel as representing "a
macrocosm of Ireland, where Inishmaan represents the threat of a new, culturally hegemonic nationstate, and Grania herself becomes a mirror of the increasingly displaced members of the
Ascendancy. ,,242
In connection to the emphasised difference between mainland Ireland and the Aran Islands,
what is particularly important in the novel in terms of identity is the constantly shifting perspective,
Jacqueline Belanger suggests that
For Grania, Dublin, and indeed, the rest of the world are liminal and dream-like, and
Dublin is explicitly formulated in the text - by Murdough who pines for it and Grania
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who fleetingly considers it - as a destination never to be reached. In Grania it is
Dublin that is the exotic 'other' locale, distant in time and space, a place - or, perhaps
more precisely, an idea - to be dreamed about but never achieved. 243
In this way, the islanders see their islands as the center of the world, of what they consider 'world,'
while Dublin and in fact the rest of Ireland become the distant 'other.' As soon as, however, the
Aranites step on the "Continent," they become the 'other.' Thus, when they reach the fair in Galway,
they are standing in front of "big grey or white houses - enormously big in her [Grania's] eyes - and
all strange, all full of people standning in the windows and looking out, laughing at the crowd
below.,,244 In this scene the Aranites are looked down upon by the Galway gentry who definitely, in
their turn, see the islanders as 'exotic' and different. Yet another further shift of perspective takes
place in this scene, namely in the comment of the narrator that "the fair is held in the middle of the
town, in its main square, the Belgrave or Grosvenor Square of its fashion and importance.,,245 Belanger
remarks on this description as being a "rather ironic commentary on the relative importance of the
Galway fair, achieved through comparison with the pristine fashionable squares of London" serving to
"highlight the provincial nature of Galway. ,,246
Lawless explores the West and the peasant world in search of her own identity and selfdefiniton just as the Revivalist writers and other nationalist movements do. Yet the diversity of her
approach lies firstly in her imagination of the land not as a thing to be owned but as a space to live in
in a "deep and mystical union,,247 which proves problematic because she "thereby denies any
possibility of a collective identity that could power political action, because political activity to a great
extent 'depends on concepts of territoriality. ,,,248 And secondly, and more significantly, her portrayal
of the peasant world is too harsh and critical, though probably realistic, that it shuns the possibility of
its being a source of the very definition of the 'true' Irishness and fountain of regeneration for the Irish
nation.
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5.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this work was to examine whether and in what ways Emily Lawless contributed to
the nationalist debates of her times and to answer the question whether the peasant world created in
her novels foreshadows and corresponds to the conception of the peasant later established by the
Revivalist intellectuals and whether Lawless shares the optimistic view of the nationalist movements
of an independent Ireland. The comparison between Lawless and the Revivalists offers itself for two
reasons in particular. Firstly, it is obviously the peasant theme; secondly it is the belonging of Lawless
to the same class - the Protestant Ascendancy - as Yeats, Lady Gregory, J.M. Synge and many other
nineteenth-century thinkers who actively contributed to the reshaping of Ireland and to the reimagining of the country's identity.
The historical events of several centuries preceding the uprising of nationalism in nineteenthcentury Ireland created a social environment based on binary oppositions between Celtic and Saxon,
Catholic and Protestant, Irish and English. The same historical events, however, brought about an
insufficience of such basic paradigms, and determined the necessity of resolving in a different way the
issue of an Irish identity at the time of Lawless's life and writing. As mentioned previously, the AngloIrish Ascendancy grew increasingly identified with Ireland, at least in their own mindset, but when the
time came for Catholic emancipation and with it the rising cries for independence, the Ascendancy
status was threatened. Thus, if its members wanted to stay in Ireland they had to reclaim their right for
existence their in a different way.
One kind of reaction was that of a Protestant nationalism, represented by the Revival, for
instance, admitting the inevitability of Ireland's future independence. Yet, part of the Ascendancy
remained sceptical about such prospects and further insisted on the Union between England and
Ireland. Lawless is definitely representative, in this last point of view, of the latter tendency.
Moreover, her peasants reflect her standpoint in that they are constructed as Celts, but rather in
Matthew Arnold's concept of the Celt being ineffectual and without the self-will suitable for selfgovernment. This is proved by the way she describes the ineffectual empty boastfulness of Irishmen
such as Murdough or Maurice who both have very high ambitions but are always mocked at by the
narrator, and thus the reader is told that these types cannot push Ireland any further. Additionally,
Lawless's scepticism of nationalism stands conspicuously out from her treatment of the peasants'
support of Fenianism and of the Land League in Hurrish. Lawless seems to be saying that in the end
result it is the violence only for violence's sake that is attractive to the peasant 'nationalists.' By
making the kind of comments as, for instance, that on no Irishman being truly a democrat in his heart,
as we have seen being made of Maurice in Hurrish, she more than clearly suggests what her opinion is
of an independent Ireland with the government in hands of such people.
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That she does not definitely share the Revivalist notion of the peasant Ireland as the future of
the country is made further clear by her harsh description of men and their treatment of women. For
Lawless the Irish male is a drunkard who destroys not only his own life but also the lives of all those
who are naturally bound to him by the ties of love and family - his wife and his children. Be it Shan
Daly of Inishmaan whose whole family starves and yet what he only cares for is drink and other
males' company, or the dead-drunk man in the epiphanic scene in the mainland who has only words of
abuse for his sick, completely apathetic wife - these Irishmen cannot be the creators of a new
prosperity, simply cannot because they do not possess any source of power of regeneration - they are
dead themselves. What is even worse, however, is the fact that the representatives of the younger
generation, MUI'dough and Maurice, have already set out on the same road. Consequently, strong
women such as Grania O'Malley cannot save Ireland however strong and independent they may be.
This Lawless's representation of the peasant world problematizes significantly all the later
definitions of Irislmess as based on the same peasant environment and should therefore be always
taken into consideration when examining both Irish / Anglo-Irish literary history and the cultural
history of Irish nationalism.
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6.

SUMMARY IN CZECH

Hurrish: A Study a Grania: The Story of an Island
ROMANY EMILY LAWLESS POJEDNA VAnC! 0 IRSKEM VENKOVE

Tato diplomova praee si vytyka za eil zaprve zasadit irskou spisovateIku Emily Lawless,
(1845 - 1913), do Iiterarnfho a historieko-poIitickeho kontextu jeji doby a zadruhe detaiIne rozebrat
jeji dva romany pojednavajfci

0

soueasnem irskem venkovu a jeho obyvatelfch. Autorka byla ve sve

dobe znama, jejf diIa eetl dokonce tehdejsf britsky predseda vIMy, William Gladstone, kdyz si
pfipravovaI podklady pro prosazenf easteene vladni samostatnosti pro Irsko v londynskem parlamentu.
Anglicka etenarska verejnost prijala oba romany s nadsenim, tehdejsi kritiky hovofily

0

nezaujatosti, s jakou se Lawless podarilo priblfzit tehdejsf irskou realitu a utrpenf irskyeh roIniku
anglickemu etenari, a pomoci mu tak lepe pochopit politicke a soeialnf denf v sousednfm Irsku.
Zamerem teto prace je pokusit se definovat, jaky obraz irskeho venkovana Lawless vytvarf a
porovnat jej s nazory a se ztvarnenimi stejneho tematu jej fmi soueasniky. Irsky venkov se totiz v dobe
irskeho "narodniho obrozenf" stal vzorem a vysnenym zakladem pro budouci samostatny mirodni stat.
Ponevadz ale zakladem kazdeho mlrodniho statu musf nutne by! presne definovany narod, potYkalo se
Irsko v prllbehu celeho devatenaeteho stoletf az do poeatku stoleti dvacateho s otazkou, jak a na eem
irskou totoznost postavit.
Tuto skuteenost dale stezoval fakt, ze irske teritorium bylo po staletf okupovano sousednfm
angliekym kralovstvfm a naprosta vetSina pudy se postupne stala majetkem protestantu. Z protestantu
se v prllbehu doby stali svym ZpLIsobem Irove, kteff si efm dal tim mene zakladali na svem anglickem
puvodu a efm dal tfm vice se ztotozl1ovali s Irskem. Zeme a puda vsak zLIstavaIy nadale rozdeleny
nerovnym dilem mezi katoliekou poeetnf vetSinu a protestantskou vladnouci mensinu. Ddeni pudy se
tak v devatenaetem stoletf stalo ozehavym tematem narustajiciho narodnostniho uvedomeni a boje za
samostatnost. Postavenf irske protestantske vladnouci trfdy bylo otfeseno ajejf clenove postaveni pred
nelehky llkol pokusit se nove definovat vlastnf identitu a ospravedInit tak svou pfftomnost v Irsku a
nalezitost k teto zemi i pro easy budouei.
lednfm z mnoha narodnostnfeh Imuti te doby se staI Irsky narodni spolek pro Iiteraturu a
pozdeji Irsky narodnf divadelnf spoIek, jejichz aktivity vesly pozdeji v znamost pod nazvem Irske
narodni obrozenf, oznaeovane nekdy tez vznosnou naIepkou irske renesance. Hlavnfmi predstaviteIy
tohoto hnutf byli pfedevsfm W.B. Yeats, Lady Gregory a lM. Synge, kteff vsichni pochazeIi
z protestantske vladnouci mensiny.
Vyvstava nasledne logicky otazka, co vlastne bylo jejich zamerem obrodit? Ponekud
prekvapive si totiz protestantSti aristokrate za vzor vybrali prosteho venkovana a jeho keltskou
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minulost a pokusili se je polozit jako zakladnf kamen noveho naroda a narodnfho sebeuvedomenf a
sebeurcenf.
Ponevadz i prave Emily Lawless patrila do protestantske vladnoucf vrstvy, je zamerem teto
prace urCit, zda i ona ve srych romanech ztvan1uje irsky venkov jako pffpadny mozny zdroj pro
obrodu naroda ci nikoli.
Prvnf kapitola, teto diplomove prace je venovana strucnemu nastinu autorcina zivotopisu,
nasleduje potom pokus

0

synteticky pohled na kontext autorciny doby z hlediska historicko-

politickeho a kulturne-estetickeho. V prvnfm pffpade se jedna nejprve

0

rozbor termfnu "Protestant

Ascendancy," oznacujfci vladnoucf, "prevahu" majicf, protestantskou cast obyvatelstva, predevsim
s prihlednutlm k casovemu ryvoji tohoto termfnu, resp. urcenf od ktere doby Ize zaznamenat jeho
pouzfvani. Pthod je datovan do roku 1792, kdy v Irsku probihala vzrusena debata

0

moznem

navracenf casti obcanskych pray iskym katolfkllm. Tato debata vzbudila znacne obavy prave mezi
protestanty a ti zacali hovorit

0

"zachovani protestantske pfevahy" v Irsku, a dokonce v tomto duchu

interpelovali u anglickeho krale. Teprve pozdeji se tento term in zavedl jako oznacenf konkretni
spolecenske vrstvy obyvatel. Pro uplne pochopenf irske reality je nutne zduraznit, ze irstf protestante
nebyli VllCi Anglii v jednoznacne jistem postaveni. Pfestoze se v Irsku tesili realne vladnoucf prevaze,
k Anglii stale vzhlizeli castecne s obavami, ze by je jednoho dne

tuto prevahu mohla pripravit,

0

castecne s litostf a zastf z toho, ze nejlukrativnejsf pozice v Irsku zustavaly stejne v rukou anglickych
urednfku.
V nasledujfci kapitole se venuji analyze rLlznych narodnostnich pOstOjLI a hnuti v Irsku
devatenacteho stoleti. Na jedne strane stoji mirumilovne pokusy

0

prosazeni alespoii castecne

nezavislosti na Anglii, napfiklad boj Daniela O'Connella za rovnopravnost katoliku ustavni cestou, na
druhe strane radikalnejsi hnuti Mladoirll, kteff zastavali nazor, ze pouziti sHy je nevyhnutelne a
zaroveii opravnene. Obe strany se definitivne rozdelily v otazce pozemkove reformy, kdy jedni chteli
pozemkove pravo ziskat za podpory soucasnych slechtickych vlastnikll, zatimco druzi trvali na tom, ze
pouze najemni rolnfci by meli mit pravo vlastnit Plldu a ze stavajicf spolecnost musi projit radikalnf
zmenou, podnicenou misilnym bojem proti soucasnym vlastnikLun pudy.
Soucasne v narodnostne se probouzejfcim Irsku sHil proud kulturnfho nacionalismu,
zalozeneho na ideologii zdLlrazl1ujici, ze pouze ten narod, ktery ma vlastni jazyk, literaturu a historii,
ma sand stat se opravdu silnym narodem, a tak i zakladem pro nezavisly stat. Na popud tohoto
myslenkoveho proudu vznikly Gaelic Athletic Association a Gaelic League (Keltska telovychovna
spolecnost a Keltska liga), jd si vzaly za (Ikol prosadit zpet vse keltske, pfedevsim jazyk a sporty.
Ve stejnem duchu, jen v jazyce anglickem, se nesly aktivity jiz zmineneho spolku s Yeatsem
v cele, pro jehoz cleny, stejne jako pro vsechny protestantske obyvatele Irska, bylo nesmirne tezke
v sHejicf protianglicke atmosfere nalezt pro misto sebe same a ospravedlnit jej pravoplatne i pro
budoucnost.
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Emily Lawless mildela ke generaci predchazejicf W.B.Yeatse ci Lady Gregory, a prestoze
naldela ke stejne spolecenske vrstve, prave tito intelektualove ji zavrhli, stejne jako jeji dflo. Yeats je
nepovazoval za naklonene keltskemu naturelu a svymi komentari prispel nemalou merou k tomu, ze
Emily Lawless brzy po sve smrti (1913) upadla do zapomnenf. Obnoveneho zajmu se jeji dflo dockalo
az v 60. letech 20. stolet!, kdy byly znovu vydany sbirky jejich basni i roman Hurrish, 80. leta pak
znamenala pocatek noveho zajmu kritiky a nasledneho hodnoceni jejiho dfla z novych uhlu pohledu.
Jelikoz v obou romanech, jez v teto praci detailne rozebiram, jsou hlavnimi hrdiny prosti
venkovane, tiz, na kterych Literarni obrozenecke hnuti postavilo svou koncepci prave podstaty irske
totoznosti, nabizi se srovnani techto dvou (lhlu pohledu. Zaverem tohoto srovnani je konstatovani, ze
zpusob, jakym venkovany popisuje Lawless, je pravdepodobne vernejsi a realistictejsi nd idealisticky
pristup "obrozencii" a vysledny utopicky, az pastoralni obraz irskeho venkova v jejich dflech.
Poslednim tematem zahrnurym v uvodni casti je nastin estetickych teorii

0

keltske rase a jejieh

vlastnostech Ernesta Renana, ktere pozdeji rozvinul Matthew Arnold a nasledne je prizpusobil angloirskym vztahlllTI a otazkam. "Keltske rase" jsou v obou pripadech prisuzovany "necivilizovane"
vlastnosti pretrvavajicfho spojeni s pffrodou, jista neuchopitelnost, duchovnost a nezkrotnost, jez z ni
cini rasu nutne zavislou a podrobenou nebot' neni sama schopna se

0

sebe postarat a sama sobe

vladnout.
Druhou cast me prace tvoff samotny rozbor romanu, s prihlednut1m ke vsem doposud
zminovanym faktll1TI a teoriim. Na (Ivod se pokousim strucne shrnout deje obou prfbehll. Roman

Hurrish (1886) je pflbehem stejnojmenneho hrdiny, odehravajicf se na pozadf pozemkoveho konf1iktu,
tedy na prelomu 80. a 90. let 19. stoleti, v oblasti hrabstvi Clare zvane Burren. Lawless se v nem
pokousi postihnout historicke udalosti z perspektivy vsech z(lcastnenych stran, zachovava si vsak
zcela zretelne svou naklonnost VllCi spojeni s Anglii a anglicke hegemonii. Neni proto divu, ze roman
ve sve dobe vzbudil velkou nevoli v nacionalistickem tabore, jenz roman nazval zcela IzivYm. Roman
popisuje silny odpor a Llplnou nellctu k anglickym zakonum a institucfm na strane rolniku, a existenci
nepsanych zakonl':\, jez spojuji pevnym poutem venkovskou spolecnost chud'asu proti anglickym
vlastnfklllTI plldy a vsemu anglickemu.
Druhy roman v poradi zabJ'vajicf se irskym venkovem je Grania (1892), ktery se odehrava na
ostrove Inishmaan, jednom z Aranskych ostrovu. Zde se vsak Lawless zcela vyhyba konkretnim
politickym i historickym otazkam a venuje se naopak jeste ve vetSi mire hrdincine ztotozneni
s prirodnim prostredim, ve kterem zije, ba pfimo se vsemi zivly, jezji obklopuji.
Vlastni pi%ehy a zapletky nejsou ani v jednom romanu pfflis komplikovane,

0

to vie je treba

se soustredit na ZPLlsob charakterizace postav, na roli, jiz v romanech hraje krajina, zeme i puda, na
lasku tak, jakji prozivaji mlade irske venkovanky, ana vysledny komentar, kterym Lawless reaguje na
otazku irske identity.
Prvnim tematem je charakterizace postav, zvlastni pozornost je zde venovana otazce, zda
autorka vyuziva teorie

0

keltske rase pri vystavbe postav ve svych romanech. Prvni myslenkou teto
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casti je tvrzeni, ze z obou romanu vyplYva urcita stereotypizace venkovam:t. V obou romanech lze totiz
najit v zasade tri podobne typy, a to zbozne ,Jeptisky" Alley z Hurrishe a Honor z Granii, chvastave
mladiky Maurice (Hurrish) a Murdougha (Grania), a nakonec oba hlavni hrdiny stejnojmennych
romanu, kteri v zasade sdileji jen to, ze jsou autorkou/vypravecem definovani jako ztelesnena sfla a
dobro. Pokud jde 0 keltske teorie, dochazim k zaveru, ze je autorka zamerne a vedome pouzfva
v podobne blahosklonnem duchu, jako je definoval Matthew Arnold.
DalSim bodem rozboru romanu je krajina a jeji role ve vystavbe postav. Krajina zde ma dvojf
funkci, respektive schopnost ovlivl10vat a zarovel1 reflektovat lidske osudy a lidske jednani. Stava se
tak zivoucfm odrazem historie i jednotlivych osudu. Zatfmco v romanu Hurrish je funkce krajiny
vyrazne spjata s pozemkovym konfliktem, odrazf se v nf chudoba daneho regionu a zaroven je sama
pffcinou mrzkeho zivofeni lidi, kteri v ni ziji, v romanu Grania je krajina vyuzfvana jako urcujicf
prvek hrdincina charakteru, fyzickeho vzhledu, sfly a nezkrotnosti.
Tfetim tematem je ztvarneni lasky, a je to tema, ve kterem lze najft maximum stycnych bodu
mezi obema romany. Laska, jak ji vidi Emily Lawless ve venkovskem svete, je v pod state neexistujici
a zcela poprena. Irsti muzi totiz pfilis holduji piti a spolecnosti dalsich muzu a na zeny, rodiny a lasku
jim nezbyva prostor.
Zaverecnym bodem, pokusem 0 shrnutf vsech predchazejfcich temat je pohled na irskou
identitu ve zkoumanych dflech. Zda se, ze Lawless vnfma Irsko jako tezko definovatelnou entitu,
podtrhuje fakt, ze se v ni neustale prolfnaji nhne tlhly pohledu, cfmz potvrzuje obtiznost snah vsech
ostatnich narodnostnich lmuti

0

definici lrska, zaroven si vsak, na rozdfl od vetSiny ostatnich,

zachovava jakysi blahosklonne povyseny postoj unionisticky smyslejicf protestantske slechticny.
Zaverem lze fici, ze Emily Lawless podstatne zasahuje svym ztvarnenim irskeho venkova do
pozdejsich predstav

0

tomto prostl'edi jako zdroji idealnf a jedine prave irske totoznosti a studium

jejfch texttl by zcela jiste melo byt soucasti kazdeho pokusu 0 rozbor obdobf, v kterem Irsko hledalo
svou novou tvar.
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